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Executive summary 
This thesis presents a research focused on investigating the feasibility of using metal foams 
(MFs) in cathode flow fields of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs), 
especially open cathode PEMFCs. Increasing growth in world’s energy demand, political 
unrest, as well as concern of greenhouse gas effects have led the world to search for alternate 
sustainable energy solutions. Fuel Cell technology is considered clean and sustainable as an 
alternative to fossil fuel-based energy systems for both portable/mobile and stationary systems, 
if hydrogen is sourced using renewables. Despite enormous improvements in materials and 
components in the last decades there are still some aspects of PEMFCs that need attention. For 
example, temperature disribution, water and thermal management, air/oxygen supply and 
distribution, water management, hotspot formations, water accumulations, weight and volume 
of the cells, etc. are general issues that become more challenging in open cathode PEMFCs. 
MFs are engineered porous structures that possess excellent thermo-electrical and structural 
properties. Moreover, MFs are lighter in weight as well as highly porous as a material that 
gives it the privilege of having high specific surface area. Because of these special features, it 
was hypothesised that MFs can help enhance the performance of PEMFCs by addressing some 
of above-mentioned challenges. 
For a better performance, a PEMFC needs uniform oxygen supply, uniform temperature 
distribution, proper stack assembly, and reduced parasitic power. All the above-mentioned 
parameters are linked to gas flow fields and gas diffusion layer (GDL) in a PEMFC. 
Unfortunately, conventional channel (Ch) flow fields inherent gradients in oxygen 
supply and temperature along gas flow direction, which reduce closed cathode PEMFC 
performance significantly, unless special care is taken. In open cathode PEMFCs, cathode 
gas (air) flow rate is usually higher than closed cathode PEMFCs that can contribute to 
drying out or flooding of membrane electrode assembly (MEA), the heart of a PEMFC. 
Secondly, high flow rate of air does not compensate loss in oxygen diffusion rate due to 
low air pressure compared to closed cathode PEMFCs. Thirdly, water accumulation and 
blockage caused by the water in the cathode flow field results into non-uniform gas 
distribution as well as thermal hot spots. Incorporating air-cooling system using common
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air as both coolant and cathode gas in the same direction through parallel channel flow 
fields in open cathode PEMFCs increases possibility of drying out of MEA. In the absence 
of a proper thermal management system, both nullifying conditions such as flooding and 
drying of the MEA could happen due to low operating temperature and low specific heat 
of air.  
By using MF as flow field in PEMFC, this important matter should be taken into 
consideration that a MF based flow fields in a PEMFC of medium scale are confined flow 
passages of high aspect ratio. However, existing theories/models on pressure drop and 
convection heat transfer are for bulk MFs. Moreover, experimental data on the topics for 
confined MF flow passages is scarcely available. Therefore, mathematical and experimental 
investigations on pressure drop and convection heat transfer through confined MF flow 
passages were required as pre-requisites to continue the investigations on PEMFCs.  
This thesis seeks to contribute to surmounting the aforementioned issues in PEMFCs 
by investigating the effects of MF application in cathode gas flow fields of medium scale 
single celled PEMFCs. This study was conducted for low operating temperature of 
PEMFCs, i.e. below 50 °C, to be able to observe any positive effect of MF over Ch flow 
fields. It also tries to contribute to understanding flow and heat transfer characteristics 
through confined flow passages filled with MFs, which is helpful in designing heat sinks 
for different applications, such as PEMFCs, electronics, etc. Hence, the objectives followed 
by this thesis are to: 
1. understand the physics and governing equations describing the thermo-electrical
performance of PEMFCs, and pressure drop and heat transfer in MFs, through
conducting a comprehensive study on the available literature;
2. study, both mathematically and experimentally, the pressure drop along the airflow
direction as well as convection heat transfer in confined MF and parallel channel (Ch)
cathode when used as flow fields in PEMFCs;
3. experimentally investigate and quantify the benefits and challenges associated with
using MF and parallel channel as cathode flow fields in PEMFCsby focusing on
electrical performance of both open and closed cathode PEMFCs;
4. make recommendations and introduce a roadmap for further research and
development in using MFs as gas flow field in PEMFCs.
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Based on these objectives the following research questions have been answered by combining 
the outcomes of both theoretical and experimental investigations: 
1. What are the challenges associated with conventional airflow channels in PEMFCs
and what potentials MFs can offer to address them to enhance the thermal and
electrical performance of these fuel cells?
2. How does a confined MF flow passage affect the pressure drop of air through it in the
context of a PEMFC?
3. How do the MFs affect the overall heat transfer performance and pressure drop
compared to conventional parallel channel flow fields?
4. How does performance of PEMFCs can be affected by using MFs as cathode flow
fields?
In the process of fulfilling the objectives and answering these questions, the research has led 
to the following original outcomes and contributions to the body of knowledge: 
• The fluid flow (air) and convective heat transfer properties of confined MF samples were
characterised experimentally
Rectangular confined flow passages have aspect ratio of around 50 (e.g. width of 150 mm
and height of 3 mm) filled with MF. Four MF samples such as, uncompressed 20 ppi (MF-
1) and 40 ppi (MF-2) aluminium MFs with 88% porosity (in both samples), and
compressed 20 ppi (MF-3) and 40 ppi (MF-4) MFs with 83% and 86% porosities
respectively were investigated experimentally for pressure drop in the case of using dry
airflow through the passage.
At the beginning of this investigation a well-known flow model of Fourie-Plessis RUC 
model was used to estimate the pressure drop of airflow through the uncompressed MFs. 
The model was selected due to its simplistic approach and direct dependency on 
morphological parameters of MFs that could be measured directly. Upon comparison with 
the experimentally obtained values the model was found to be overestimating pressure 
drop gradient through the MF samples by 20% to more than 100% for an airflow velocity 
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range of 0.4-6 ms-1. Further investigation on the behaviour of the RUC model revealed that 
the overestimation was solely due to long cylinder assumption in drag coefficient relation. 
This finding was taken as an opportunity to propose a correlation for the drag coefficient 
as a correction to the RUC model. The proposed modification enabled the RUC model to 
estimate pressure drop gradient with a good accuracy. Difference between experimental 
and estimated pressure drop values for MF-1 was ±5% for velocity up to 3 ms-1; however, 
it increased up to 22% for velocity up to 6 ms-1. On the other hand, for MF-2, the model 
over-estimated the pressure drop value from 0-20% in the airflow velocity range of 0.4-6 
ms-1. 
Encasing walls (especially between shorter side) are the sources of additional drag. Two 
extreme conditions can appear when the walls are connected with vertical and horizontal 
ligaments. The drag value will be large if most of the ligaments connect the walls 
vertically, and it will be small if most of the ligaments are horizontal. In the case of MF, 
ligaments are mostly randomly inclined due to its geometry. Orientations of ligaments of 
MF-1 sample were observed using its scanned 3D model and it was found that inclined 
ligaments at different depths covered more than 70% of planar area. Further investigation 
on the blockage effect revealed that the critical gap value in both MF-1 and MF-2 were 
almost half of their ligament’s lengths, which shows the possibility of flow stream re-
attachment. However, due to random appearance of the cells in MFs, the re-attachment 
hinders. Therefore, based on above discussion, the effect of encasing walls on pressure 
drop was considered negligible for the flow passage filled with either MF-1 or MF-2.  
Temperature distribution results from the PEMFC simulating heat transfer experiments 
confirmed that flow can thermally develop within finite and short (25% of flow passage 
length in our case) distance, and thermal entry length decreased with an increase in heat 
flux at steady state condition. Temperature difference between MF surface and air was 
found smaller than the difference in the case of the Ch flow passage configuration. It 
indicates a better heat transfer from MF to air in comparison with Ch to air. A heat transfer 
surface with high heat flux relative to friction-power expenditure is considered as a high-
performance surface. Based on this definition the performances followed a sequence such 
as, 4MF3MF2MF1MF −>−>−>>− CH  for any value of Re  numbers. However, 
MF-3 and MF-4 were in very close proximity. 
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• A guideline outlining the characteristics of potentially suitable MFs as gas flow field in
PEMFCs was developed
Application-specific performance characterisation was required to find suitable MFs for
use as gas flow fields in PEMFCs. Heat transfer performance curves provided very general
characteristics of the heat transfer surfaces and could not be directly implemented for
designing the flow field. This is because the MFs do not share common characteristic
structural details. Hence, a method has been developed to compare the cooling capacities
of the surfaces for equal flow passage size. This method compares cooling capacity of the
heat transfer surfaces and required coolant flow rate with friction-power expenditure.
It was observed that similar cooling capacities exhibited by MF-1, MF-2 and Ch flow
passages within friction-power expenditure range of 3-10% based on the abovementioned
method and PEMFC simulated experimental data. The cooling capacity versus friction-
power expenditure ratio curves intersected within the abovementioned range. MF-2
showed the highest cooling capacity followed by CH and MF-1 above the range. On the
other hand, MF-1 showed the highest cooling capacity below the intersection point
followed by CH, MF-2, MF-4 and MF-3. MF-2, MF-3 and MF-4 provided cooling capacity
of approximately 0.8 W (35.6 W/m2 based on active area) and 2.6 W (115.6 W/m2 based
on active area) at 0.01% and 0.1% of friction-power expenditure respectively, which was
50% of cooling capacities of MF-1 and CH at the friction-power expenditure values.
An increase in specific surface area of MF is preferred but at no significant increase in
friction-power expenditure. Material densities of all the MF samples were similar to each
other. However, ligament diameters and pore densities were different. MF-1 and MF-2
were uncompressed; however MF-3 and MF-4 were compressed, and their parent MFs
were of 6% relative density. The compression was done to achieve higher specific surface
area. Specific surface area of MF-4 was 1.33 times higher than MF-3 but the showed
similar cooling capacity. Furthermore, at given friction-power expenditure, MF-1 and MF-
2 performed better compared to MF-3 and MF-4. It should be noted that optimisation of
ligament diameter and pore density was out of scope of this work. However, the outcomes
pointed out its direct impact in heat transfer performance, especially in the case of PEMFC
application. Therefore, the author recommends on optimising the physical characteristics
of MFs in such applications for future research on this topic.
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• Advantages and limitations associated with confined MFs as gas flow field in PEMFCs
were quantified
Electrical performance of the closed cathode PEMFC experimentally studied increased by
~14% using MF cathode flow field compared to Ch cathode flow field when oxygen was
cathode gas. Temperature gradient was observed ~15 times higher in the Ch PEMFC
compared to the MF PEMFC. This performance was used as reference in comparing the
performances of both open and closed cathode PEMFCs with air as cathode gas.
With air as cathode gas, the closed cathode PEMFCs performance was lower than the
reference case, but the trend of the polarisation curves were similar, i.e. MF PEMFC
showed better performance than the Ch PEMFC. On the other hand, the open cathode
PEMFCs showed different behaviour. Upon comparison with the reference case, it was
observed that the Ch PEMFC performed better than the reference case with Ch flow field
above total current of 20 A; whereas, the performance of the MF PEMFC was lower than
the reference case with MF flow field, but higher than the closed cathode MF PEMFC.
Due to design configurations, maximum surface contact area between GDL and flow field
was in the closed cathode Ch PEMFC, with 52% of the active area followed by the closed
cathode MF PEMFC with 37% of active area. In the open cathode PEMFCs, the surface
contact area was around 30% of the active area. Liquid water was observed at the outlets
of all the PEMFCs. However, the amount of liquid water in GDL in the closed cathode
PEMFC with Ch flow field must be higher than the open cathode PEMFCs due to the
largest surface contact area between GDL and Ch flow field. Moreover, there were strong
possibility of flow passage blockage by water and slug flow of water in the absence of
water management system and low flow velocity. Both of the above reasonings result with
non-uniform oxygen distribution to cathodes, especially in the closed cathode Ch PEMFC.
Further analysis of the V-I curves for the MF-cathode PEMFCs revealed that the effect of
MF flow field on the electrical performances of the cells (both types) were similar. The
trend of Nyquist plots and V-I curves illustrate that water removal from the open cathode
Ch PEMFC was the best among all the cells. Better performance of closed cathode MF
PEMFC was due to smaller surface contact area between the flow field and the GDL. At
the given air stoichiometry, MF did not show effective water removal for both types of the
PEMFCs.
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During the tenure of this research, some opportunities for further expansion of the current study 
were identified as follows:   
1) It was observed in this study that MF increases oxygen diffusion but water removal from
it is poor at low range of operating temperature (i.e.25-40 °C). The low operating
temperature was purposely considered to study MF application in worse-case-scenario.
However, physics of the PEMFC at higher range of operating temperature is different,
thus the fuel cell tests can be conducted at higher range of temperature (i.e. above 40 °C
to 80 °C) to study the validity of the results obtained in this work.
2) Effects of corrosion on the cell over-potential as well as change in mass transfer
resistance due to metal foam flow passage can be investigated with the help of proper
tool for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data.
3) Cathode flow fields can be treated with hydrophobic/hydrophilic (based on the
experimental design) treatments to reduce water withholding capacity of both metal foam
and parallel channel cathode flow field configuration.
4) Effect of metal foam on water accumulation in gas diffusion layer and electrode can be
investigated with the help of neutron imaging tool.
5) The third experiment can be repeated with different types and specifications of gas
diffusion layer, electrode, and membrane. It will lead to optimise the fuel cell components
when MFs are used as gas flow field.
6) Humidity certainly plays an important role in the cell performance and it is worthy of a
detailed experimental investigation to understand how it can affect the findings of this
study.
7) Heat transfer/exchanger performance of other commercially available metal foams can
be studied experimentally as compact heat transfer surfaces to enrich data bank on the
topic and generalise the findings
8) An investigation on realistic mathematical model on pressure drop as well as three-
dimensional flow components through open pore metal foams of any specification can
provide enormous advantage in designing different industrial components such as,
catalyst support, flow fields in PEMFCs, etc.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Background 
1.1.1 Fuel cell technology to substitute fossil fuel-based energy systems 
Increased global energy demand becomes world’s concern of top priority. According to recent 
statistics and projections, the world’s total primary energy demand will be experiencing an 
annual increase of 1% in the span of 2014 to 2040 (IEA, 2016). This increasing demand will 
in turn leave negative environmental impacts if it is to be met using only fossil fuels and 
arguably unsustainable methods such as nuclear energy. As an example, the Australian 
electricity sector was accounted for increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 59.5 Mt 
CO2 between 1990 and 2016; however, it is declining from 2009. On the other hand, her 
transport sector is continuously increasing the GHG emissions:, in 2016 52.1% increase war 
reported compared to its level in year 1990 (Australia, 2016). Catastrophic environmental 
condition of the earth is thus imaginable from above figures and considering the impact of 
GHG emissions added to the atmosphere. Rapid increase in global energy demand along with 
concerns about climate change and fossil fuel depletion has led nations in search for and 
implementation of renewable and sustainable energy sources and systems.  
Fuel Cell (FC) technology, for being clean and sustainable (if hydrogen is sourced using 
renewables), is considered as an alternative to fossil fuel-based energy systems for both 
portable/mobile and stationary systems by different sectors (Islam et al., 2015). However, 
despite rapid advancement of this technology in recent years, still further advancements of its 
different components are required for its widespread commercialisation.  
A fuel cell is an electrochemical engine that converts chemical energy directly into useful work 
in the form of DC electricity (Barbir, 2005, Mench, 2008, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015, 
Shabani and Andrews, 2015). Polymer Electrolyte or Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM), 
alkaline and phosphoric acid fuel cells fall under low temperature category (operating within 
50-220 °C), whereas molten carbonate and solid oxide fuel cells are of high operating
temperature (operating above 650 °C) (Lennie et al., 2012, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). 
Based on fuel type, PEMFCs are subcategorised into (i) direct-hydrogen (DH), (ii) direct-
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methanol (DM), (iii) direct-ethanol (DE), (iv) direct-borohydride (DB), formic acid, dimethyl 
ether and other aliphatic alcohols are also picked for this fuel cell (Lamy et al., 2002, 
Kumar et al., 2008, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Concept of the term ‘‘PEMFC’’ 
represents all the PEM-based fuel cells in general (Yuan et al., 2012, Sajid Hossain and 
Shabani, 2015). However, from this point forward the DH PEMFC will be addressed as the 
PEMFC unless otherwise mentioned. 
PEMFCs can electrochemically convert the energy content of hydrogen into electricity at a 
relatively high efficiency (up to ~55% based on high heating value, i.e. HHV of hydrogen), 
while the only by-products are heat and water (Ellis et al., 2001, Hoogers, 2002, Shabani 
and Andrews, 2011, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Lightweight, high power density and 
efficiency, simplicity, durability and low manufacturing cost are the desirable features of a 
portable power generator. The overall electrical energy efficiency of a PEMFC is usually in 
the range of ~30% to ~55% (i.e. based on HHV of hydrogen) and depending on the 
operating point of the fuel cell with respect to its rated power (Ellis et al., 2001, Hoogers, 
2002, Shabani et al., 2010, Pei et al., 2014). Gasoline and diesel Internal Combustion (IC) 
engines usually have maximum 30% and 45% energy efficiencies respectively (Mosley, 
2012), while this efficiency can even drop down to less than 5% in idle operating mode. 
PEMFC technology has also received a great level of attention by the automotive 
industries for its high efficiency and specific power density. PEMFCs have already 
reached specific power densities of 2.5 kW/kg and above (Mitchell, 2013), which is 
comparable to automotive IC engine (~2.5 kW/kg) (Zhuiykov, 2014).  
Although batteries can deliver high peak power density, limitations in storage, mass, and 
charging time are considered as challenges against their convenient application, particularly 
for long-range electric vehicles (Thomas, 2009). Although the energy density of fuel cell 
systems (including their storage) is generally higher than battery systems (Andrews and 
Shabani, 2012) , there are still room for making both fuel cells and hydrogen storage systems 
lighter (i.e. for unit of power produced and the unit of energy stored).  
Performance of a PEMFC depends on various parameters. It is worth mentioning that 
although the electro-chemical reaction is very simple in nature, other surrounding 
parameters and boundary conditions have complex influence on it. For a better performance, a 
PEMFC needs (i) proper Membrane Electrolyte Assembly (MEA) and favourable 
environment/conditions for reaction that includes uniform oxygen supply, uniform 
temperature distribution and proper wetting of membrane; (ii) proper stack assembly 
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that includes reduced surface contact resistances (both electrical and thermal); and (iii) higher
net power output, which is linked to reduced parasitic energy losses. All the affecting 
parameters are mainly linked to the Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL), flow channels, and other 
interactions as listed in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Parameters that are affecting the performance of PEM fuel cells 
Focusing on gas flow fields, the performance of a PEMFC can be hindered by inappropriate 
design of gas flow channels/fields in several ways including: (i) non-uniform O2 supply, (ii) 
liquid water accumulation, and (iii) non-uniform relative humidity. Hotspot formation and non-
uniform temperature distribution arise due to improper flow field and thermal management. 
These events are considered as limitations that are associated with gas flow field and thermal 
management in PEMFCs, which are briefly discussed in the following sections.  
1.1.2 Oxidant supply in PEMFCs 
Cathode gas flow field supplies air or O2 to PEMFCs as an oxidant. PEMFCs are further 
categorised in two types based on oxidant flow field: (i) open cathode (direct/passive), and (ii) 
closed cathode (direct). Open cathode refers to those flow fields that are open to atmosphere in 
which air is delivered by fans or blower in direct mode, or atmospheric air flow is used in 
indirect/passive mode (see Figure 2). On the other hand, closed cathode refers to a flow field 
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that is not directly open to atmosphere; in this type, a compressor or a pump is required to 
supply the oxidant to cells through an inlet port.  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. Cathode gas flow fields: (a) Open cathode, (b) Closed cathode U-type, and (c) 
Closed cathode Z-type. 
There are different types of closed cathode flow fields such as, parallel, serpentine, spiral, 
interdigitated, and column/pin types as presented in Figure 3. Based on configuration, each 
type can be subdivided in several other types. For example, closed-cathode flow field is further 
divided in two types: U-type and Z-type flow fields (see Figure 2b and c). 
Proper design of flow field is important to achieve a uniform gas flow rate and temperature 
distributions across the cell. Gas flow pattern is sensitive to the shape of channels cross-section 
(Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Channel aspect ratio (height/width) also plays an important 
role in designing the flow fields. Channel cross-section plays important roles related to mass 
transfer, water removal, and pressure drop of reactants. Air supply velocity is limited to certain 
values in order to protect the MEA from dehydration that depends on the cross-sectional shape. 
While reduction in aspect ratio can increase the performance of PEMFCs (based on VI Curve), 
it also results in increase in pressure drop (Schmitz et al., 2006, Wang et al., 2010). Precautions 
have to be taken because additional pressure drop in cells with low aspect ratio could happen 
due to MEA intrusion into wider channels (Barbir, 2005). Channel width to rib width ratio is 
also an important factor to consider for several reasons. Generally, wider channels are believed 
to provide more reaction area and less dead zones while a wider rib width can enhance the 
electrical conductance due to larger surface contact area. Furthermore, the size of a PEMFC 
(i.e. in terms of rated power) is a regulating factor for the flow field configuration and design. 
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While serpentine and interdigitated channel configurations are better for flow fields with short 
channels (e.g. <10 cm) PEMFCs (Liu et al., 2014), parallel channel configuration is useful for 
flow fields with longer channels (e.g. >10 cm) PEMFCs (Santamaria et al., 2013). 
Mono Serpentine 
(horizontal) 
Parallel 
(horizontal) 
Column/pin 
(horizontal) 
Parallel 
(vertical) 
Column/pin 
(vertical) 
Interdigitated 
(horizontal) 
Spiral Dual Serpentine 
(horizontal) 
Tetra Serpentine 
(horizontal) 
Symmetric Dual 
Serpentine (vertical) 
Figure 3. Different configurations of rectangular channel flow fields (Liu et al. (2014)) 
Although different types of flow fields (i.e. parallel, serpentine, pin-type) might provide 
equivalent O2 consumption in total (Sousa et al., 2012) it is not certain that distribution of O2 
will be uniform across the active area. The main considerations in selecting a suitable flow 
field configuration are, (i) less overall pressure drop (MaharudrayyaJayanti and Deshpande, 
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2006); (ii) uniformity in reactant distribution (Swanepoel, 2005, Maharudrayya et al., 
2006, Van et al. 2011); (iii) simplicity for manufacturing, and (iv) effective in water 
removal (Swanepoel, 2005, Van et al., 2011). Above-mentioned first two considerations 
are applicable for PEM based electrolysers as well. New and innovative ideas in designing 
gas flow fields such as, irregular and bio-inspired designs (Roshandel et al., 2012, Chen et 
al., 2013, Lorenzini-Gutierrez et al., 2013) beside conventional types are all linked to 
concerns around flow uniformity within the fuel cell gas flow fields.  
Although open cathode flow field does not suffer from flow non-uniformity (unless 
blocked by generated water), it is a major issue in closed cathode flow fields. Generally U-
shaped flow field is better than Z-shaped in closed cathode PEMFCs from flow uniformity 
point of view (Sohn et al., 2005, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Generated water in 
the fuel cell can significantly affect the design configuration of the flow path (Sajid 
Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Xu et al. (1999) defined four types of flow configurations 
including: bubbly, slug, churn, annular flows, for two-phase flows in macro and micro 
channels (Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Hence, it is very crucial to decide upon 
operating conditions of PEMFCs before designing the channel flow fields.  
Temperature of a bipolar plate is also dependent on the flow passage geometry. Shahsavari 
(2011) reported considerable temperature variation for three types of bipolar plates: (i) 
rectangular; (ii) Trapezoidal; and (iii) square, of flow channel geometry along flow 
channel (Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Therefore, oxidant supply and thermal 
management in PEMFCs are equally important and have close links so that they should be 
looked into together. 
1.1.3 Thermal management of PEMFCs and limitations 
A PEMFC generates heat of almost equal amount of (or even more than) its electrical power 
(Faghri and Guo, 2005) at its nominal working voltage, e.g. 0.6 V for each cell. Four 
factors such as, entropic heat/reversible heat/Peltier effect of reactions (35% of 
total heat), irreversibility of electrochemical reactions (55% of total heat), (iii) ohmic 
resistances/joule heating (10% of total heat), and (iv) water condensation are responsible 
for determining the cooling load of a PEM fuel cell (Lampinen and Fomino, 1993, Ju et 
al., 2005, Kandlikar and Lu, 2009, Ramousse et al., 2009, Asghari et al., 2011, Sajid Hossain 
and Shabani, 2015). The voltage loses in a PEMFC is responsible for the heat generated by the 
fuel cell. Apart from entropic and ohmic losses, there are other major losses such as, activation 
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and mass transport losses that are also the sources of heat generation in a fuel cell. These losses 
are schematically shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 4. Voltage losses in a PEMFC. The image is just for illustration purpose 
and should not be scaled. (Barbir, F., 2005)
PEM fuel cells operate at relatively low temperature range of 50 - 80 °C (Ren and Gottesfeld, 
2001, Kandlikar and Lu, 2009, AsghariAkhgar and Imani, 2011, Harikishan Reddy and Jayanti, 
2012, Hwang, 2013, AmirfazliAsghari and Koosha, 2014, Gould et al., 2014, Sajid Hossain 
and Shabani, 2015, Shabani and Andrews, 2015). This results in a small temperature difference 
between the fuel cell and ambient and hence a poor driving force to remove the heat generated 
by the cell (IslamShabani and Rosengarten, 2016, IslamShabani and Rosengarten, 2017). 
Moreover, negligible amount of heat is removed by the reactants and its products that results 
in requirement for a separate properly-designed cooling system arrangement for the full cell 
(i.e. that involves parasitic energy) (Hosseinzadeh et al., 2013, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 
2015, TetukoShabani and Andrews, 2016). Poor thermal management is responsible for an 
increase in the temperature of the stacks that leads to dehydration of PEM and thus reduction 
in overall efficiency of the stacks (AmirfazliAsghari and Koosha, 2014, Sajid Hossain and 
Shabani, 2015). It is important to note that humidity (i.e. water) and thermal managements are 
also closely linked that both can create complicated situations for oxygen transport to the 
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cathode (to be further discussed in the next section). Improper thermal and water 
management results in MEA to be dried out or flooded (Faghri and Guo, 2005, Asghari et al., 
2011, Hwang, 2013, Amirfazli et al., 2014, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015, Shabani and 
Andrews, 2015).  
There are mainly three types of cooling systems for PEMFCs: (a) Liquid cooling, (b) Edge 
cooling, and (c) Air cooling systems (Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). Liquid and air-cooling 
systems are categorised as active cooling methods and the edge cooling is regarded as a passive 
method. For an active heat removal process, an additional power supply for the process is 
obligatory, which adds to power loss of the fuel cell system (Pandiyan et al., 2008). Cooling 
performance of the liquid cooling system is better than any other cooling arrangements due to 
higher heat capacity of liquid coolants. This is usually the preferred cooling system option in 
PEMFCs of above 5 kW power. However, liquid cooling system is complicated due to special 
required components (Gasik, 2008). On the contrary, edge cooling offers a non-contact passive 
system that attracts researchers in the field. However a requirement of very high thermal 
conductivity for the spreader plates such as heat pipes are expensive (Zhang and Kandlikar, 
2012). In particular, there are some physical phenomena that limits the heat transport in heat 
pipes, such as i) capillary limit, ii) sonic limit, iii) boiling limit, iv) entrainment limit, v) frozen 
start-up limit, and vi) continuum vapour limit (Lee, 2010, Dincer and Kanoglu, 2011, Tong, 
2011).  
Air cooling systems offer passive and active cooling options. With passive cooling,  heat is 
transferred to the atmosphere by conduction, natural convection, and radiation through heat 
spreaders and heat sinks (Tong, 2011). Passive air-cooling is the system of choice in most of 
the electrical systems due to its simplicity, reliability, and low long-term costs (Sajid Hossain 
and Shabani, 2015). On the other hand, forced convection takes place in active air cooling 
system (Tong, 2011). In the case of PEMFCs, air-cooling is done either directly with cathode 
airflow or with a separate airflow as coolant. Passive air-cooling is practical for low power 
systems. On the other hand, in an active air-cooling system, either very high airflow rate or 
larger convection surface area is required (Faghri and Guo, 2005). Higher airflow rate can 
cause a significant power drop in a PEMFC by drying out the membrane, which is the heart of 
a fuel cell (Larminie and Dicks, 2003, Faghri and Guo, 2005). Separate airflow circuit is 
sometimes used to avoid drying of membrane. Although all of the cooling systems have both 
advantages and disadvantages, the complexity and weight of risk are lesser in air cooling 
systems.  
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Figure 5 illustrates schematically different cooling techniques (as described above) used for 
PEMFC stacks. The number of cooling plates to be used in the stack is specific to design and 
operating conditions and varies from case to case.  
Figure 5. Demonstration of liquid, edge, and air cooling methods for 
PEMFCs (Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015) 
1.1.4 Limitations in fuel cell oxidant supply 
Oxidant transport to cathode is regarded as a critical challenge associated with PEMFCs. 
Current density of an air-fed PEMFC becomes limited by the amount of oxygen molecules 
transported across through the GDL (i.e. due to underutilised catalyst) as an oxidant (i.e. mass 
transport losses as shown in Figure 4. 
Uniform oxygen supply primarily depends on gas flow field in PEMFCs. An increase in the 
number of channels is attributed to mass transport resistance reduction that expectedly increase 
the performance of the stack; however, it is reported by researchers that this hypothesis is not 
true always (Liu et al., 2014). 
In PEMFCs, oxygen molecules have to be transported from cathode flow field (channels in 
most of the cases) to the electrode through porous regions that usually includes a micro-porous 
region as well. As the cathode runs out of oxygen, the current density becomes limited by 
oxygen transport across the GDL. While oxygen transport through the GDL is mostly diffusive 
in nature, even significantly higher air flow through the flow field does not help enhance 
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oxygen supply to the cathode electrode of a PEMFC considerably (Barbir, 2005, Yuan et al., 
2010, Benziger et al., 2011).  
Oxygen starvation at cathode electrode can happen due to improper mixing of air as well. 
Although an increase in air flow stoichiometry increases the performance of the PEMFC to 
some extent (Barbir, 2005, Yuan et al., 2010) (i.e. due to increased presence and diffusion of 
oxygen) yet it cannot reach the performance level with pure Oxygen. Even with twenty times 
higher flow rates of air (i.e. increasing the air stoichiometry) the current density of the PEMFC 
cannot reach near the level that can be achieved by supplying pure oxygen to the stack 
(Benziger et al., 2011). Increased air stoichiometry can serve the double purpose of increasing 
the oxygen concentration and enhanced cooling capacity as mentioned in section 1.1.3 
(NguyenAris and Shabani, 2016), since in open-cathode cells, cooling is usually addressed by 
increasing air stoichiometry. It is important to mention that this increase in air stoichiometry 
can lead to membrane dehydration (AmirfazliAsghari and Koosha, 2014). As for the effect of 
this measure to increase oxygen concentration, according to the Graham’s law of molecular 
effusion, the effusion rates of both oxygen and nitrogen gas molecules are almost equal. Hence, 
even at best condition (with increased air stoichiometry), it is impossible for oxygen to diffuse 
to the electrode without accompanying nitrogen molecules (Benziger et al., 2011). This is why 
it is not possible to get higher than expected current density in the cell with an increased air 
stoichiometry. 
Moreover, focusing on parallel channel flow field, different approaches have been suggested 
in the literature to optimise parallel gas flow fields. However, most of these design and 
optimisation techniques introduce complexity to the gas flow field geometry, such as varying 
channel width (GuoLeu and Koylu, 2014), difference in channel and header depth (Martin 
Imbrioscia and Jose Fasoli, 2014), inserting humps in channels (BilgiliBosomoiu and Tsotridis, 
2015, AfshariMosharaf-Dehkordi and Rajabian, 2017), implementation of bypasses and sub-
channels (Duy et al., 2015), and etc. 
Oxygen concentration depletion at electrode (Benziger et al., 2011) and water accumulation in 
GDL (OwejanTrabold and Mench, 2014) limit the utilisation of the catalyst in PEMFCs. Both 
of the above-mentioned problems are strongly dependent on length, cross-sectional shape, type 
and orientation of channels, and aspect ratios of both channels and ribs in the flow fields. 
Channel length, in case of multi-pass serpentine and spiral channel flow fields, is longer 
comparative to parallel channel flow field.  In those cases, more than 20% of active area under 
both anode and cathode channels at inlet region suffer from dryness or less hydration (Jiang 
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and Wang, 2014). In addition, rectangular channels are prone to accumulation of water at their 
corners, which can be reduced at the cost of parasitic loss by increasing channel opening at 
GDL interface (Wang et al., 2010, Gopalan and Kandlikar, 2014). Furthermore, wider rib 
enhances water accumulation inside GDL (LeeKong and Nam, 2014). Consequently, 
accumulated water in the channels absorbs heat and generates hotspots in the cells (Kim 
and Min, 2014). 
1.2. Metal foams and their potential to address the limitations of PEMFCs 
Metal Foams (MFs) are new kind of engineering material that falls in the porous material 
family.” MFs are classified as (i) open pore closed cell; (ii) open pore open cell; and (iii) closed 
pore closed cell. First kind of MF is formed when hollow/solid cells are confined together 
leaving the voids among the spheres unfilled (Friedl et al., 2008) (see Figure 6). The second 
type is formed when the surface of closed cell (hollow cell) is raptured allowing void spaces to 
be interconnected (Bianchi et al., 2012). The third kind is shaped when the voids in the first 
kind are filled (Friedl et al., 2008, Neville and Rabiei, 2008) not to allow any path for fluids to 
pass through”  (Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). 
Figure 6. Unit cells of metal foam: (a) open cell, (b) closed cell 
(Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015)
MFs possess some special properties capable of addressing the performance limiting issues in 
the open-cathode PEMFCs. As discussed in previous section, conventional channel flow fields 
of PEMFCs introduce some challenges linked to oxygen concentration, air supply pressure, 
thermal management and temperature gradients along the stack. Potentials of MF from the 
PEMFC application point of view are discussed below. 
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Thermal and flow behaviour of MFs are their most promising characteristics. Transverse flow 
of O2 from air through reactant flow field to the electrode is purely by diffusion in conventional 
cathode flow fields. However, randomly distributed tortuous ligaments of MF creates eddies 
that imposes transverse flow of fluid across the flow path (Murphy et al., 1998), which can 
eventually affect O2 transport to the electrode.  
According to the experimental studies reported in the literature, hotspot formation due to water 
accumulation in the GDL is common in conventional flow fields. Both temperature and 
humidity gradients along fluid flow path in the conventional flow field; in contrast, MFs create 
radial mixing of air that potentially helps in reducing the temperature and humidity gradients 
(Incera Garrido et al., 2008). Moreover, nonlinear behavior of fluid flow and turbulence/eddies 
formation within MF flow passage increases heat transfer rate from solid to the fluid (Liu and 
Chen, 2014). The enhancement in heat transfer can further be increased with an increase in 
porosity but at the cost of increased pressure drop inside the foam (Diani et al., 2014). 
Moreover, due to absence of continuous surface, the churn and annular types of flow (as in 
channels) cannot be formed. Possibility of slug flow also diminishes due to recirculation and 
random mixing of air (Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015). 
Electrical conductivity of MFs is lower than its bulk parent materials; however, it is sufficiently 
enough for the PEMFC application. Hence, the use of MFs in the flow field of fuel cells is 
expected to address their oxygen mass transport and thermal management challenges and 
reduce the mass of the fuel cell while leaving a minimum impact on the electrical conductivity 
of the fuel cell assembly.   
1.3. Research gap and the significance of this research 
High current density (i.e. above 0.5 A/cm2) is not normally achievable in open-cathode 
PEMFCs with conventional channel flow fields due to required high stoichiometry of airflow. 
Some preliminary limited numerical and experimental studies (Birgersson and Vynnycky, 
2006, Tsai et al., 2012, Tseng et al., 2012) showed higher performance, uniform current 
density, and uniform mass flow in the air-H2 PEMFCs with MFs as flow fields.  
The use of MFs as electrodes, catalyst support, bipolar plate material, current collector, and 
flow fields (fuel cells and industrial systems), have been reported by a number of researchers 
(Hunt and Tien, 1988, Lu et al. 1998, Calmidi and Mahajan, 2000, Kim et al., 2001, 
Boomsma et al., 2003,   Seo  et  al, 2 003,    Ozmat  et  al., 2004,    Salas  and  Waas,  2006, 
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Mancin et al., 2010, Seyf and Layeghi, 2010, Odabaee and Hooman, 2011, Odabaee et al., 
2011, Boyd and Hooman, 2012, Qu et al., 2012, Chen et al., 2013, Kamath et al., 2013). 
However, the comprehensive literature review conducted as part of this study suggests that 
there is no research work reported on using MFs as a flow field in open-cathode 
PEMFCs, where MFs perform the dual function of acing as cathode flow field and being 
an effective medium for heat removal (i.e. cooling). Furthermore, experimental data 
as well as mathematical models for mass and convective heat transfer are not adequate 
for confined passages (e.g. gas flow field with high aspect ratio in PEMFC) filled with MF. It 
is very difficult to get a proper model for heat transfer through and from it due to complex 
geometry. Due to the complexity in numerical and mathematical analyses, researchers have to 
depend mostly on experimental data, which have been reported limitedly (Bianchi et al., 
2012, Dukhan, 2013, Sajid Hossain and Shabani, 2015).   
Hence, this research addresses the gaps in (i) mass and heat transfer through confined MF 
flow passages, and (ii) effects of confined MF flow passage on PEMFCs electrical 
performance. The potentials and challenges associated with using MFs in open-cathode 
PEMFCs have been addressed by focussing on pressure drop and cooling effect through 
it. Furthermore, the electrical performance of PEMFCs (i.e. both open and closed 
cathode cells), with MF as cathode flow field have been compared with those using 
conventional flow channels. This comparison allows for quantifying the effectiveness of 
using MFs in PEMFCs (in particular open-cathode cells).  
This research focuses on studying the feasibility of using MF in the cathode flow field 
of PEMFCs. This is with the aim of opening an opportunity to address the challenges such as, 
air flow distribution, temperature, and humidity gradients across the cell and along the flow 
field, hot and cold spots, low current density, and weight. The above-mentioned 
challenges are currently hindering further enhancement in overall performance of PEMFC. 
There are some models but they are not widely validated. More experimental-data will be 
very helpful for validation of such models enriching the data bank on this topic. 
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1.4. Aim, objectives, and scope 
1.4.1 Aim and objectives 
The aim of this research is to investigate theoretically and experimentally the advantages and 
challenges associated with using open cell (open pore) MFs in the flow field of the medium 
scale (e.g. ~200 cm2) PEMFCs. The objectives accompanying this aim are thus to:   
1) understand the physics and governing equations describing the thermo-electrical
performance of PEMFCs, and pressure drop and heat transfer in MFs, through
conducting a comprehensive study on the available literature;
2) investigate, both mathematically and experimentally, the pressure drop along the
airflow direction as well as convection heat transfer in confined MF and parallel
channel (Ch) cathode when used as flow fields in PEMFCs;
3) experimentally investigate and quantify the benefits and challenges associated with
using MF and parallel channel as cathode flow fields in PEMFCs by focusing on
electrical performance of both open and closed cathode PEMFCs;
4) make recommendations and introduce a roadmap for further research and development
in using MFs as gas flow field in PEMFCs.
1.4.2 Scope 
The project was intended to theoretically and experimentally investigate the application of 
MFs, as the flow field in the PEMFCs, as well as to understand their cooling effect (in open 
cathode cells) and effects on electrical performance (in both open and closed cathode fuel 
cells). Analytical and numerical studies on heat and mass transfer through MFs (considering 
the fuel cell working environment and operating conditions) was conducted in conjunction with 
planned experimental investigations.  
Due to time and budget constraints, and to ensure the quality and depth of this research at a 
PhD level, the boundaries of this study were outlined by considering the following scopes: 
 Physical and mechanical characterisation of MFs including ligament, cell and pore
sizes, compression strength) were taken into consideration.
 Theoretical and experimental investigations on pressure drop through confined passage
of MF were conducted.
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 Numerical investigation on flow distribution across the conventional parallel channel
flow field was conducted.
 Experimental investigation on forced convection through confined passage of MF,
 Theoretical analysis of thermal management was limited to the use of analytical models
for the MF and open cathode PEMFC. A single-phase numerical simulation analysis
was conducted to get in-depth understanding of the experimental behaviours of air flow
from mass and heat transfers point of views.
 Experimental investigation on electrical performance of PEM fuel cell with MF as
cathode flow field,
Theoretical, numerical, and experimental studies did not aim to: 
 optimise of any system’s components and characteristics;
 focus on corrosion, durability, and any other effects (unless otherwise mentioned) on
MFs in the PEMFC. a separate comprehensive study needs to be conducted in order to
study these effects;
 get a closed-form mathematical solution.
1.5. Research Questions 
The present research work answered the following research questions: 
1. What are the challenges associated with conventional airflow channels in PEMFCs
and what potentials MFs can offer to address them to enhance the thermal and
electrical performance of these fuel cells?
2. How does a confined MF flow passage affect the pressure drop of air through it in the
context of a PEMFC?
3. How do the MFs affect the overall heat transfer performance and pressure drop
compared to conventional parallel channel flow fields?
4. How does performance of PEMFCs can be affected by using MFs as cathode flow
fields?
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1.6. Method: A brief overview 
This section presents an overview of methods used to conduct this research work. This study 
was conducted in three main steps, including a literature review, mathematical modelling 
studies, and experimental investigations. Chapter 3 provides the detailed description of these 
steps. 
An extensive literature review was conducted in order to gather technical information on 
required research topics from reputed peer-reviewed scientific journals and conference 
proceedings, theses on related topics, and books. Technical resources of commercial products 
were also reviewed during this stage of acquiring information. 
The key theories, models, approaches, and tools used for conducting the theoretical part of this 
research can be briefly summarised as follows: 
 Thermodynamic relations and Butler-Volmer model were used to study and model
electrical and thermal performances of PEMFCs.
 Fundamental forced convective heat transfer relations were used for analytical study of
cooling process through open cathode parallel channel flow field.
 Fourie-Plessis and Forchheimer models were used to study airflow characteristics
through confined MF passage.
 Compact heat transfer surface analogy was utilised to compare the heat exchanger
performances of four different MFs in the context of the PEMFC.
 Single phase gas flow distributions for different channel cross-sections of a
conventional Z-type parallel channel flow field was studied using an analytical one-
dimensional model of MaharudrayyaJayanti and Deshpande (2006).
 Commercial CFD software of ANSYS Fluent was used to solve continuity and
momentum equations for airflow across new designs of airflow fields.
Airflow and heat transfer through confined MF passage as well as open cathode parallel 
channel flow field were experimentally investigated using a dedicated experimental setup, 
which was designed for the particular case. Four different types of single cell PEMFCs such 
as, closed and open cathode PEMFCs with both conventional channel and MF flow fields, were 
designed and tested for their electrical performances. The experiment was carried out in the 
Sustainable Hydrogen Energy Laboratory (SHEL) in the RMIT University. 
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1.7. Thesis outcomes and original contribution to knowledge 
This project contributed to advancing the border of knowledge in the area of flow and heat 
transfer through confined flow passage for application in a medium scale PEMFC (Sajid 
Hossain and Shabani, 2018) of an active area of 225 cm2. Systematic theoretical and 
experimental studies were performed to achieve the objectives and address the questions set 
for this research.  
The key outcomes of this research can be summarised as follows: 
1- Air flow through confined metal foam passages of high aspect ratio has been
characterised for four MF samples, which includes compressed and non-compressed
MFs. Permeability and form drag coefficient have been estimated for the samples that
can be used to estimate pressure drop through this samples at different flow velocities
using Forchheimer model. Experimental results from this characterisation step were
compared with what suggested by Fourie-Plessis model. This comparison opened an
opportunity to modify the model to achieve a better accuracy in estimating the pressure
drop in confined metal foam samples used in this study.
2- Forced convection heat transfer through confined flow passages has also been
investigated experimentally, and data was analysed based on compact heat transfer
analogy. A method has been established for selection of MF-based compact heat
transfer surfaces for using in applications such as in PEMFCs’ gas flow field and
cooling plates, heat sink in electrical components, etc.
3- A demonstration of applying MF in gas flow fields of open and closed cathode PEMFCs
has been made through this research. Overall, electrical performances between
conventional parallel channel and MF cathode flow fields for both open and closed
cathode PEMFCs were compared to obtain a proper understanding of the effect of using
MFs for this application.
The abovementioned outcomes led to the following contributions to the body of knowledge 
that will be explained in details in the following chapters: 
 Characterising the fluid flow (air) and convective heat transfer properties of confined
MF samples experimentally.
 Quantifying advantages and limitations associated with confined MFs as gas flow field
in PEMFCs.
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 A guideline outlining the characteristics of potentially suitable MFs that can be used as
gas flow field in PEMFCs.
1.8. Outlines of the thesis 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Brief description of each chapter has been presented as 
follows: 
CHAPTER 1: This introductory chapter provides an overview of current situation of 
sustainable PEMFC technology and possible opportunities in using MF in the flow field of 
PEMFCs in order to improve its thermal and electrical performance. Moreover, it presents 
objectives, research questions, expected outcomes, significance, and scope of the conducted 
research work. 
CHAPTER 2: This chapter provides detailed literature review that helped with developing the 
research gap, aim, and objectives. It includes short review of PEMFCs with particular emphasis 
on thermal management and its important parameters from the air-cooling point of view. 
Further, it provides a brief description on MFs and its properties followed by reviewing the 
potentials and challenges offered by them when used in open cathode air-H2 PEM fuel cells. 
This literature review has been published in “Journal of Power Sources”. 
CHAPTER 3: This chapter illustrates methods involved in different step of the research 
activities. Scope and sources of literature review are defined to acquire required information 
required. Considerations in mathematical studies as well as experimental design and methods 
of measurement of different parameters are described. 
CHAPTER 4: This chapter presents the details of the experimental and theoretical studies 
conducted on pressure drop and convection heat transfer through confined flow passages. Flow 
characteristics such as permeability and form drag coefficient of selected MF samples were 
determined with the help of experimental flow data and Forchheimer model. Moreover, Fourie-
Plessis model was compared with the experimental results of this study and a modification in 
the model was proposed. The outcomes of the investigations on pressure drop through the flow 
passages have been published in the journal of “Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science”. 
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CHAPTER 5: This chapter presents an experimental investigation on convection heat transfer 
through confined flow passages. The experimental data was analysed and presented based on 
compact heat transfer surface analogy. Outcomes of this study have been published in the 
journal of “International Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer”. 
CHAPTER 6: This chapter is dedicated to the assessments of the performance of PEMFCs with 
normal channel flow field and MF based flow fields. This is to understand real world potential 
and challenges offered by MF and quantify the performance of PEMFCs with these two flow 
field options. Design and selection of different components of the PEMFCs used for this 
experimental study have been described in this chapter. This chapter is critical in the sense 
that it contains the gist of whole work. The outcomes from this study have been published 
as two research articles in the “International Journal of Hydrogen Energy”.
CHAPTER 7: In this chapter, the findings of the present research were summarised with 
respect to the objectives and the research questions set in sections 1.4.1 and 1.5. Moreover, a 
number of recommendations have been provided for possible future follow-ups and 
expansion of this study. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
The emphasis of this study is on the possible role of metal foam in enhancing the thermal and 
electrical performances of PEMFCs. To support this aim, an initial extensive literature review 
was conducted to fully understand the conventional methods used for cooling of PEMFC as 
well as design considerations for reactants flow field (i.e. to achieve enhanced thermo-electrical 
performance). This was followed by reviewing metal foam materials to understand what 
opportunities are offered by such materials to improve PEMFCs’ thermal management and 
reactants’ flow distribution. This general literature review helped to: shape the direction of the 
present research, identify the research gap, and articulate its objectives and questions. This part 
of the review has been published as a review paper in the ‘Journal of Power Sources*’, which 
is forming this chapter.  
This research also included a more detailed and specific literature review on airflow and 
convection heat transfer through MF flow passages, with emphasis on applications in PEMFCs 
and other similar applications. This specific part of literature review helped in particular with 
setting the stage for answering research questions 2 to 4. These research questions are covered 
in chapters 4 to 6, and have been presented as published papers in these chapters. As a brief 
overview, this part of the literature review (as in the published papers presented in chapters 4-
6) are looking at differences exist in flow characteristics through MF flow passages of different
aspect ratio. However, flow passages with high aspect ratio (as required in the PEMFCs) appear 
scarcely in literature. This review also discuss the boundary effects, due to confinement, along 
with mathematical models for pressure drop estimation. Furthermore, the confined flow 
passage does also impose certain restrictions on convection heat transfer through it, which have 
been discussed in the literature review. To avoid duplication the readers are invited to follow 
the details in the literature review parts of the papers embedded in chapters 4-6.   
* DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2015.07.022
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Chapter 3  Method 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides descriptions of methods that were implemented to conduct this research. 
Research questions of this work were addressed through different activities at different stages 
of the project including literature review, theoretical analyses, and experimental study and data 
analyses. Figure 1 provides an overview of all research activities that took place during the 
research.  
Figure 1. An overview of the methods to conduct this research 
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3.2 Literature review 
A comprehensive literature review was mainly done by focusing on (i) thermal management 
of PEMFCs; (ii) effects of different important parameters on air-H2 PEMFCs; (iii) challenges 
in open cathode PEMFCs; (iv) metal foam and its characteristics; and (v) potentials and 
challenges related to the application of metal foam in the flow field of PEMFCs. Information 
was collected from well recognised peer-reviewed scientific journals and conference 
proceedings, theses on related topics, and books. Technical resources of commercial products 
were also included in this stage of acquiring information. The literature review is presented in 
details in Chapter 3 of this thesis. This literature review served in defining research aim and 
objectives. 
Further literature review was done on specific fields related to the research questions. This 
specific literature reviews appear in corresponding chapters (such as chapters 4, 5, and 6). 
Splitting of the literature review was due to the nature of this thesis presentation (i.e. thesis by 
publication). 
3.3 Mathematical modelling  
3.3.1 An overview 
This research dealt with several mathematical models under different categories. A semi 
analytical model was developed and coded in Matlab to estimate cooling loads at different 
electrical loads. Experiments 1 and 2 (these experiments have been covered in Chapter 4) were 
conducted based on the estimation of the cooling loads for current densities of up to 0.55 A/cm2. 
An existing analytical one-dimensional model, developed by MaharudrayyaJayanti and 
Deshpande (2006), was used to determine channel size for a parallel channel closed cathode 
flow field. Furthermore, Navier-Stokes equations were numerically solved in Ansys Fluent to 
design conventional parallel channel closed cathode flow field for better uniformity in air flow 
across the active area.  
The mathematical model for cooling load estimation was the core of all the investigations 
conducted in this project; however, it remained in background of the chapters 4, 5, and 6. 
Therefore, this model, in particular, has been presented here in details while other models are 
presented as summaries in this section. 
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3.3.2 Mathematical model for cooling load estimation of the PEM fuel cell  
Mathematical modelling for PEMFC is intended to estimate required flow rate of cathode and 
anode gases for certain operating conditions of it. Following assumptions were made for 
modelling: 
1) Reactant gases show ideal gas behaviours. 
2) Mixture of gases is an ideal gas mixture. 
3) Flow of gas is incompressible and laminar. 
4) Fuel cell is isothermal. 
5) There is no loss of H2 from dead ended anode side. 
6) Membrane is saturated with water. 
7) Membrane and electrode are homogeneous and isotropic. 
8) There is no cross-flow of reactants. 
9) There is no water cross-over through the membrane. 
10) Liquid water is formed in the cell after reaction. 
11) Transport of reactants to the catalyst layer for reaction happens by diffusion. 
12) Reactant diffusion rate is well above or equal to reactant flux. 
Electrical energy is directly generated through electrochemical reaction in the PEMFC. H2 and 
O2 are the reactants of the reaction that produces H2O and energy. The basic reactions can be 
described as: 
Anode side reaction- 

 eHH 22
2
 
 
(1) 
Cathode side reaction- 
OHeHO
22
22
2
1


 
 
(2) 
 
Total electrical charge is proportional to the number of electrons transferred and it can be 
presented as Equation (3), where q  is total charge, n  is number of electrons per molecule of 
H2, AvgN  is the Avogadro’s number, and e  is the electron charge (Barbir, 2005). 
enNq
Avg
  (3) 
 
Electrical work (
el
W ) is defined as the product of total charge and potential (V ). The product 
of 
Avg
N  and e  is defined as Faraday’s constant (
C
F ). Therefore, Equation (3) changes its form 
to Equation (4) while q  is written in term of electrical work (
el
W ), and 
C
F :.  
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Cel
nF
W
V   (4) 
 
All chemical reactions have entropy losses in conversion of chemical energy content of 
hydrogen into electricity. Theoretically, it is considered that all of the available useful energy 
(i.e. Gibb’s energy, G ) from the reaction converted to electrical energy in fuel cell. G  is 
calculated using Equation (5), where H  is the reaction enthalpy and ST   is the entropic heat 
that is the product of temperature and reaction entropy. By convention, H  is negative for 
exothermic reactions (Barbir, 2005). 
STHG   (5) 
It was observed that variations in reaction enthalpy and entropy for the chemical reactions (1) 
and (2) are negligible at below 100 °C reaction temperature (Barbir, 2005). Therefore, standard 
reaction enthalpies and entropies are considered for calculation throughout the modelling. 
Standard temperature and pressure (STP) are 25 °C and 1 atm respectively. At standard 
condition, 
0
G =237.34 kJ mol-1 based on Higher Heating Value (HHV) of H2 which is 
286.02kJmol-1. Since two electrons per molecule of H2 take part in the reactions, theoretical 
potential of a cell is estimated as 1.23 V at STP using Equation (4).  
An increase in pressure increases cell potential. Nernst equation describes the effect of pressure 
variation in cell potential. Nernst equation takes the form of Equation (6) while presented in 
terms of cell/electrical potential, where P refers to the partial pressure of species as mentioned 
as its subscript, and 
0
V  is the cell potential at standard condition. This equation was used for 
cell potential at the PEMFC operating potential and temperature. However, in a system level, 
there are some potential losses that bring down the available potential. 









OH
OH
C
P
PP
nF
RT
VV
2
22
5.0
0
ln  (6) 
 
Accounting for over-potential, crossover current loss, ohmic loss and concentration loss, results 
in Equation (7) that represents V-I relation of a PEMFC (Barbir, 2005). Equation (6) was used 
to estimate 
PTr
V
,,
 (reference temperature and pressure were 0 °C and 1 atm. pressure 
respectively). Values of the parameters in Equation (7) were considered as suggested by Barbir 
(2005) for a realistic cell potential. Equation (7) is also known as polarisation curve equation. 
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Table 1. Suggested values for realistic cell voltage (Barbir, 2005) 
Current loss, 
loss
i  A cm-2 0.002 
Reference exchange current 
density, 
0
i  
A cm-2 3×10-6 
Internal resistance, 
i
R  Ω cm2 0.15 
Limiting current, 
L
i  A cm-2 1.6 
Transfer coefficient,    1 
Reference temperature, Tref K 298.15 
Reference pressure, Pr
ref kPa 101.325 
 
Disregarding the phase of the water produced in the fuel cell, HHV of H2 is used to estimate 
its efficiency. IT was assumed that Hydrogen utilisation is 100%. The efficiency of the fuel 
cell was calculated using Equation (8). 
482.1
2
cell
C
cell
H
el
V
I
nF
H
IV
W
W








 
  
(8) 
 
In practice, fuel cells have to be operated at certain temperatures higher than surroundings; that 
goes for pressure as well. Heat is a by-product of hydrogen and oxygen reaction in the fuel cell. 
Some of the generated heat is used to keep the fuel cell temperature at certain level and the 
remaining has to be removed from the system. The fuel cell thermal management system is 
responsible for maintaining the operating temperature at a desired range, which is 50 °C to 80 
°C for PEM fuel cells. Some of the heat can possibly be used for evaporation of water. The 
heat balance of the system at steady state condition is described by Equation (9): 
., discoolantoutrgen
QQQQ   (9) 
 
gen
Q  is the total amount of heat generated from a fuel cell. 
outr
Q
,
 accounts heat losses from 
both reactants. 
coolant
Q  and 
dis
Q  represent the amount of heat removed by the coolant and heat 
loss from the bipolar plate to the atmosphere respectively. The Equation (9) can be written in 
the form of Equation (10) as well. Produced electrical power (
el
W ) and the cell efficiency ( ) 
is used to calculate 
gen
Q . 
outr
Q
,
 is elaborated in terms of heat losses due to elevation of 
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reactants’ temperatures (
elevH
Q
,
2
 and 
elevair
Q
,
), and evaporation of generated liquid water (
evapOH
Q
,
2
) in the cell. 
..,.,,
22
discoolantevpOHelevairelevHel
el
QQQQQW
W  

 (10) 
 
Required reactants’ (O2 and H2) volume flow rates for a single PEM fuel cell was estimated by 
equations (11) and (13) that is obtained from Faraday’s and ideal gas laws (Barbir, 2005). 
2
O
V  
is in m3s-1 and applicable for dry gas only. Mass flow rates (gs-1) of the reactants were estimated 
by equations (12) and (14) (Barbir, 2005). 
2
2
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V   (11) 
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m 
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V 
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(14) 
 
Equation (11) can be converted for dry air flow rate in the following form of Equation (15) 
because of O2 volume fraction (
2
O
r ) and O2 stoichiometry (
2
O
S ) in air stream. Volume flow 
rate of N2 in air stream takes the form of Equation (17) (Barbir, 2005, Spiegel, 2008). Quantity 
of generated water as a by-product from the reaction can be estimated by Equation (19) (Barbir, 
2005, Spiegel, 2008). Equations (16), (18), and (20) represent mass flow rates of air, N2, and 
water respectively (Barbir, 2005, Spiegel, 2008). 
2
22
,
O
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inair
r
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V

   (15) 
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 
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(20) 
 
Consumption of O2 in the system reduces volume of it in the air stream. Volume fraction of O2 
at outlet was estimated by Equation (21) (Barbir, 2005). Reduced volume fraction of O2 will 
reduce the molecular weight of air at outlet. Therefore, it is necessary to update molecular 
weight of air at outlet for further calculations at outlet conditions. 


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
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

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2

 
(21) 
 
It is very usual for the cathode air to carry moisture; therefore, relative humidity should be 
accounted in. The water content in air ( x ) for any relative humidity ( ) is related as shown in 
Equation (22) (Barbir, 2005). M, P, and p stand for molar mass, total pressure, and partial 
pressure respectively.  Subscript i  stands for any gas or species in a gas mixture. This equation 
was used to determine evaporation rate of generated water into the cathode air stream as well. 
vs
vs
i
OH
i
pP
p
M
M
x




2
 (22) 
 
Saturation pressure at any temperature between 0 °C and 200 °C can be estimated by the 
following equation (Barbir, 2005, 2013) 
)ln(
321
TfeTdTcTbaT
vs
ep



 
(23) 
where the coefficients take the following values: 
a  = –5800.2206 d  = 0.41764768×10-4 
b  = 1.3914993 e  = –0.14452093×10-7 
c  = –0.048640239 f  = 6.5459673 
 
It was assumed that the anode side was dead-ended, thus, there was no flow of it out of the 
system. However, due to higher operating temperature compared to inlet temperature of H2, 
some heat will be consumed to increase gas temperature to the operating temperature. Heat 
flow rate required to increase the initial temperature of 
i
T  to the operating temperature of 
o
T  
is: 
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 
ioHPinHelevH
TTcmQ 
222
,,,
 (24) 
Heat required to elevate inlet air temperature to the operating temperature level is estimated 
using Equation (25). However, elevairQ ,
  was dropped to estimate the total cooling load.
     
ifgiovOHPinioairPinairelevair
hTTcxTTcmQ
,)(,,,.,
2
  (25) 
Heat required to evaporate the generated water at operating temperature into the cathode air 
stream was determined by Equation (26). 
ofgevpOHelevair
hmQ
,.,.,
2
  (26) 
The value of   decreases due to the temperature elevation of the inlet cathode air, which 
increases the water carrying capacity of cathode air. The amount of evaporation of the 
generated water in liquid form depends on water carrying capacity of the cathode air. By 
deducting the value of water content into the cathode air at operating conditions from that of 
the saturated air at the same conditions we can get the amount of water content that can be 
evaporated.  
)(
.,
2
osairevpOH
xxmm   (27) 
.dis
Q presents the amount of heat flow rate that has been dissipated to the surroundings through 
the non-insulated peripheral area of the bipolar plate. Since the bipolar plate is metallic and the 
peripheral surface is in contact with ambient air the convective heat loss to the ambient air can 
take place. Rate of convection by the vertical sides (
,dis
Q ) are different from that of the top (
topdis
Q
,
 ) and bottom sides (
.,btmdis
Q ) of the bipolar plate. Therefore, 
.dis
Q accounts as the 
following: 
.,,, btmdistopdisdisdis
QQQQ  

(28) 
.dis
Q  was determined by Equation (28) estimating convective heat transfer rates for all the sides 
using the parameters presented in Table 2. Total cooling load of a PEM fuel cell was obtained 
by replacing the results obtained from equations (24)–(26) and (28) to the Equation (10). 
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 Table 2. Equations for determining convective heat loss 
Ref. Parameter Equation  
(Çengel 
and 
Ghajar, 
2011) 
Rayleigh 
number, 
RaL 





3
)(
cs
LTTg
 where 
f
T
1

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


TT
T
s
f
 (29) 
(Çengel 
and 
Ghajar, 
2011) 
Nusselt 
number, 
Nu 
2
27
8
16
9
6
1
])
Pr
492.0
(1[
387.0
825.0

















L
Ra
 (for vertical sides) 
4
1
54.0
L
Ra  (for top horizontal side) 
4
1
27.0
L
RaNu   (for bottom horizontal side) 
 
(30) 
 
(31) 
 
(32) 
(Çengel 
and 
Ghajar, 
2011) 
Characteri
stic 
length, Lc; 
(m) 
D  (for vertical sides) 
p
A
s
 (for horizontal sides)
 
(33) 
 
(34) 
(Çengel 
and 
Ghajar, 
2011) 
Convectiv
e heat 
transfer 
coefficien
t, h; (W 
m-1 K-1) 
c
L
Nuk 
 (35) 
 
An iterative process is involved for estimating the cooling load. The calculations were repeated 
until the estimated fuel cell temperature was stabilised to a pre-defined error limit of 0.75 ºC, 
which is at most 1.5% of the fuel cell temperature (50 °C). The fuel cell temperature ( FCT ) 
was estimated from the measured bipolar plate temperature (
BPT ) using Equation (36). Total 
thermal resistance ( totalTh , ) from all the components from bipolar plate to catalyst layer was 
estimated. The effect of compressive load from stack assembly pressure was counted for 
estimating the thermal resistance of GDL. The relation of ELAT (with one side micro porous 
layer) thickness and compression was taken from a research conducted by Escribano et al. 
(2006) (see appendix A1).  
BPtotalThcoolantFC
TQT 
,  (36) 
 
Mass flow rate of coolant was estimated assuming the generated waste heat as total cooling 
load for the air (coolant) mass that passes through the channels. Thus, the mass flow rate of the 
air can be estimated by using Equation (37). The properties of the air were picked from the 
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standard air properties table (Cengel and Ghajar, 2011) (see appendix A2) at the average 
temperature of inlet and outlet. 
)(
inoutp
coolant
coolant
TTC
Q
m



  (37) 
 
3.3.3 Evaluation of channel size for flow fields of closed cathode PEM fuel cell 
Single phase gas flow distributions for different channel cross-sections of a conventional Z-
type parallel channel flow field were studied using an analytical one-dimensional model of 
MaharudrayyaJayanti and Deshpande (2006). This model is based on analytical solution of the 
continuity and momentum equations for one-dimensional laminar flow. In obtaining solutions 
of the equations, inertia term was neglected from the momentum balance equation and 
frictional term was retained along with pressure gradient due to laminar flow consideration.  
This model was used to get an idea of flow behaviour through conventional parallel channel 
gas flow field for different rectangular channel sizes. Nine combinations of the channel sizes 
(channel widths 0.5 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm; depths 0.5 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm) were 
considered for two levels of air stoichiometry (i.e. 2 and 3). The active area was considered 45 
cm2 (67 mm × 67 mm). Header width was kept constant at 2.5 mm for all the cases. Channel 
size of bipolar plate was determined from the outcomes of this study. 
3.3.4 Fourie-Plessis model to determine pressure drop through the MF samples 
The model is based on morphological parameters of MFs as well as empirical and analytical 
relations of fluid mechanics. It is a modified version of a Representative Unit Cell (RUC) 
model by Du Plessis and Masliyah (1988), where MF structure was characterised by 
rectangular distribution of solid in a form of RUC. There were mainly two reasons in 
considering rectangular RUC: (i) to capture basic flow phenomena through complex MF 
structure in conveniently simple manner (assuming piece-wise plane Poiseuille flow) (Du 
Plessis et al., 1994, G. Fourie and P. Du Plessis, 2002); and (ii) to be able to change porosity 
without altering isotropic configuration (Du Plessis et al., 1994). Fourie-Plessis model assumes 
MF as an isotropic structure, therefore, by definition, this model is not applicable for non-
isotropic structures such as our compressed MF. Hence, this model was only used for non-
compressed MFs. 
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3.3.5 Forchheimer model to determine flow characteristics of the MF samples 
Forchheimer model, as in Equation (38), was used to estimate permeability and form-drag 
coefficient. Least square regression technique was utilised for fitting experimental pressure 
gradient to Equation (38) in the form of
2
bxaxy  , where Ka  ; Kcb
Ff
 , LPy 
; and vx . In Equation (38), KcC
F
  is Forchheimer coefficient (m-1) and  is 
permeability (m2), is form drag coefficient,   is air viscosity (N.s.m-2),  is density of 
fluid (kg.m-3), and v is Darcy velocity (with a unit of m.s-1). 
,  (38) 
 
3.3.6 Numerical simulations 
Numerical method was used to design the flow channel configuration of a closed cathode cell. 
The aim of this design was to achieve a bets possible even flow distribution across he flow 
field. Two-dimensional domains were modelled as per the designs of the flow fields. Fluid (air) 
flow was modelled using incompressible Navier–Stokes equation, Equation (39). The equation 
was solved for velocity field (V

) and pressure (P) across the flow fields in terms of fluid 
density (  ) and viscosity (  ). Steady state condition cancels time (t) dependent terms from 
the equation. 
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Ansys Fluent software was used to model the flow in the flow fields. The pressure-based solver 
was set to steady state mode for all the cases. The fluid (air) flow was considered to be laminar. 
Velocity inlet and pressure outlet boundary conditions were set to the inlet and outlet. No slip 
boundary condition was set to all the walls. SIMPLEC scheme was used for pressure-velocity 
coupling. Least square cell based spatial discretisation was employed, where the standard 
method was used for pressure and second order upwind method was used for momentum. 
Residual of solutions were set to be 10-5 for convergence criteria. Mesh independency test was 
carried out before proceeding to solutions of other configurations. The test was performed by 
comparing the average pick velocity profiles, through all the lateral channels for different mesh 
sizes.  
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Numerical modelling approach Ansys Fluent too were also used to assist with designing the 
experimental set-up. For the first experimental study that will be described in details in Chapter 
4, a nozzle had to be used to provide a highly even flow velocity field across its exit area.  For 
this purpose, three-dimensional domains of the nozzle and test module were designed to obtain 
such a uniform flow velocity field along Z direction at any section of the test module. The 
Navier–Stokes equation was solved numerically using the SIMPLEC scheme. The airflow was 
considered to be turbulent. Velocity inlet and pressure outlet boundary conditions were used in 
this case as well. Figure 2 illustrates both the nozzle and test module.  
 
Figure 2. Assembly of the nozzle and the test module; Black circles resemble the positions 
of differential pressure sensor probes, and the red circles represent positions of T-type 
thermocouples. The image is just for illustration and it should not be scaled.  
 
3.3.7 Compact heat transfer surface analogy 
Experimental outcomes of the second experiment, which focuses on heat transfer behaviour of 
confined flow passages, were analysed theoretically on the basis of compact heat transfer 
analogy. This analogy offers a general method for determining heat exchanger/sink 
performance for comparison of the surfaces in particular applications. Data reduction of the 
Experiment-2 was based on this analogy and the equations are presented in Chapter 5. 
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3.4 Experimental studies 
3.4.1 An overview of experiments 
A series of experiments were conducted in this study. Experiments are divided into four 
categories: (i) characterisation of MFs; (ii) flow characteristics through confined flow passages 
of MFs and conventional parallel channel flow passages; (iii) estimation of convection heat 
transfer through confined flow passages of MFs and conventional parallel channel (Ch) flow 
passages; and (iv) performance of PEMFC with Ch and MF flow passages as cathode gas flow 
fields for both open and closed cathode systems. Test specimens were designed with the help 
of theoretical models and numerical simulations. Numerical simulation was done to design the 
test module for Experiment 1 & 2. Experimental instruments with affordable high accuracy 
were used for measurement of pressure, flow rate and temperature. Experiments were run 
multiple times to check repeatability of experiments as well as for statistical requirements of 
data collection and analysis. Single cell PEM fuel cells (both open and closed cathodes) of 
small capacity (<100 W) was fabricated on-yard. Existing fuel cell testing bench and Electrical 
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) equipment were used to study the overall performance of the 
PEM fuel cells. Methods for above studies are summarised in this section, however, they are 
the integrated parts of chapters 4 and 5 where the details are described. 
3.4.2 Metal foam characterisation 
3.4.2.1 An overview 
Metal foams are classified as porous media. The heat and mass transfer models depend on 
physical characteristics of metal foams. Physical properties of MF samples vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer as well as sample to sample. Therefore, in this project, 
topographical (i.e. ligament diameter, relative density, surface contact area, etc.), and 
mechanical strength of our MF samples (as presented in Table 3) were measured using different 
equipment as described in the following sub-sections. 
Table 3. Manufacturer’s specifications for the flow passage samples 
Samples Manufacturer specified 
Pore density; 
ppi 
Relative 
density; % 
Compression 
┴ 
Specific surface 
area (SSA); 1/m 
MF-1 20 9-11 1 1410 
MF-2 40 9-11 1 2056 
MF-3 20 12-16 2 2517 
MF-4 40 12-16 2 3363 
CH – – 560 
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3.4.2.2 Measurement of Ligament and junction diameters of MF samples 
Ligament and junction diameters were measured using Leica EZ4 HD microscope (see 
appendix A3). A magnification level of 10 was used for capturing sample images. Proper 
lighting was ensured to get neat and clear pictures. The microscope was calibrated as 1 pixel 
to be equivalent to 0.017 mm using the manufacturer calibration tool. 
Ligament and junction diameters of each MF samples were recorded from three different 
locations in each sample. Sample population of each measurement was 6 – 10 depending on 
the availability of measurable ligament or junctions at selected locations. Total 18 – 30 
measurements were taken from each sample. Analysis of variance was done using ANOVA-
single factor analysis tool in MS Excel to check if there were any statistically significant 
differences among the determined ligament/junction diameters.  
Upon insignificant difference result from the analysis, the mean of population was considered 
as final mean diameters for numerical modelling. Post-hoc test was conducted in the cases 
where ANOVA test resulted in statistically significant difference in the diameter means in a 
sample. F (from F-distribution) and p (probability of observing F-statistics as high as the 
obtained F value) values of data distribution were analysed for any possible significance 
difference in sample populations of 10 from a total population of 30. The significance level (α) 
was 0.05. Games-Howell approach was used to compare combinations of group treatments to 
find out the populations responsible for the variation. This approach was selected from other 
statistical approaches since it does not assume equal variance or sample size. Upon identifying 
proper group, frequencies of observations were analysed to estimate an approximate mean 
diameter for the samples. A commercial software “Minitab” was used to do the above analysis, 
and critical F values were obtained from a textbook of statistics (Lomax, 2001). 
3.4.2.3 Measurement of relative density of MF samples 
Relative density of MF samples was measured in two steps. First of all, volume of each samples 
were measured using digital Vernier scale. Secondly, each of the samples were weighed using 
a digital weighing scale “AND BM-252” (see appendix A4). Measured weight of the samples 
was then divided by the measured volumes of respective samples to obtain the sample densities. 
Ratio of MF sample density to bulk material density of AL6101T6 alloy was calculated to get 
relative density of the MF samples.  
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3.4.2.4 Measurement of surface contact area of MF samples under different loads 
Surface contact areas of the MF samples were measured by recording the imprints of MF 
surface on surface profiler film (2014) at three different compression loads, e.g. 1 kN, 1.5 kN 
and 2 kN that provided 1.11 MPa, 1.67 MPa, and 2.22 MPa compression. Figure 3 illustrates 
the setup for the compression test as well as MF contact surface profile recording on the profiler 
film. The recorded profile images were sent to the Sensor Products Inc. for analyses. Moreover, 
a Matlab code was developed to estimate the total area of the surface profile. The code requires 
a threshold value of pixels to estimate surface contact area. The threshold values of pixels were 
determined on the basis of the image obtained from the Sensors Products report.  
Figure 3. Setup for compression test; inset is the detail of surface profiler film assembly 
layers. 
3.4.2.5 X-Ray computed tomography 
X-ray computed tomography is recognised as one of the best ways to characterise materials. A
3D model of the sample “MF-1” was constructed by using this equipment. The 3D model was 
used to observe ligaments’ orientations at any planner section. The slicing was done at each 
0.5 mm depth. The “Phoenix v|tome|x s” from GE Measurement & Control Company (see 
appendix A5) was used to get 3D scanned metal foam with 20μm resolution. Scanned model 
was converted to solid body with the help of commercial software “Geomagic” and 
“Solidworks” to determine topographical details. 
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3.4.3 Experimental method for investigating the characteristics of the flow through 
confined flow passages 
Compressed air was used as fluid in this study. A special nozzle was designed to supply 
compressed air to a confined MF flow passage of 150 mm (width) × 150 mm (length) × 3 mm 
(height) size. The MF sample was tightly fixed at its position in the test module under a total 
assembly pressure of 4.83 kPa. Gas flow was controlled using a MassTrak810C flow controller 
from Sierra. The differential static pressure was measured using SDP2000L from Sensirion. 
Differential pressure was measured at four different positions along the flow direction relative 
to inlet (column 1 in Figure 2) pressure along three rows (e.g. A, B, and C rows in Figure 2). 
The differential pressures were measured at seven different air flow rates. Therefore, total 84 
sets of data with 100 data per set for pressure drop and flow rates for each flow rate were 
recorded during this measurement process. The data were collected from four different MF 
samples.  
Mean pressure gradient was calculated for each flow for each sample. The pressure gradient 
values were than fed into the Forchheimer model (as explained in the Section 3.3.5) for 
estimating permeability and form-drag coefficient of the MF samples. The experimental data 
were then compared with the values suggested by the Fourie-Plessis model (as mentioned in 
the section 3.3.4). 
3.4.4 Experimental method for the investigation of forced convection heat transfer 
characteristics through confined flow passages 
A fuel cell with a square active area of 225 cm2 was used as a case study. Heat transfer 
coefficients of dry air, flowing through four MF samples and one parallel channel (CH) flow 
passages, were determined at an asymmetric constant heat flux boundary and steady conditions. 
Heat exchanger performance of the flow passages were analysed based on compact heat 
transfer surface analogy considering the flow passages as compact heat transfer surfaces. The 
fuel cell thermal load was calculated theoretically as mentioned in section 3.3.2. At 0.6 A/cm2 
of current density, a single PEM fuel cell of aforementioned size can produce ~80 W of electric 
power with almost equal amount of heat as by-product at 50% efficiency. Hence, maximum 85 
W constant heat transfer rate was applied over a 150×150 mm2 heater area.  
Steady state condition was simulated by keeping the temperature at the middle of the heater 
constant employing required dry air supply through the flow fields. Temperature, pressure and 
flow for each cooling loads were recorded after reaching stable temperature of ~50 ºC at the 
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middle of the heater. Steady state technique was used in this study to obtain heat transfer 
coefficients for different MF samples used in the experiment. This technique required multiple 
heat loads to be applied on the samples. Hence, five different heat fluxes of 667 W/m2, 1333 
W/m2, 2222 W/m2, 2889 W/m2, and 3778 W/m2 were applied to the flow passages (i.e. cooling 
load of the cell at different operating points). Total 100 data for pressure drop, flow rate, and 
temperature at each position for each cooling load were recorded during the measurement. All 
the data were recorded digitally using a HBM data acquisition system.  
Heat transfer coefficient was calculated using experimental data based on total heat transfer 
area. The net heat removed by air was estimated by deducting heat loss to atmosphere from the 
supplied heat. The heat loss was analysed using a thermal imaging device. Compact heat 
transfer analogy was used to analyse and present the experimental observations (as explained 
in section 3.3.7) 
3.4.5 Experimental investigation on electrical performance of PEMFCs 
A refined conventional parallel channels was used in the cathode mono-polar plate of the closed 
cathode fuel in this experiment. This design refinement was done by using a numerical 
modelling with the aim of achieving a highly uniform flow velocity distribution across the flow 
field (i.e. to achieve an even gas distribution across the active area). The fuel cell was run with 
air and hydrogen at room temperature. The method that was developed in Experiment-2 was 
used to select one MF among four to be applied in the cathode flow field of the fuel cell. A 
benchmark for electrical performance of the MEA was established using pure oxygen as 
cathode reactant in the closed cathode fuel cell.  
Four single-cell PEM fuel cells (two open-cathode and two closed-cathode cell) were 
manufactured and tested individually for their electrical performance at Sustainable Hydrogen 
Energy Laboratory (SHEL) in RMIT University. Both types of the fuel cells were tested with 
parallel channel and MF cathode flow fields. The active area was same for all the cells tested. 
Anode side was kept dead-ended, whereas the cathode side was arranged to have the air flowing 
throughout the cells.  
All the fuel cells were tested in current control mode. Current was set at series of pre-decided 
constant values, and cell voltage was recorded respectively. The cells were run for an hour to 
stabilise its operation before taking any measurement. Recorded data were then used to 
generate the V-I and P-I curves to be analysed. 
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In-situ AC impedance measurements (instrumental details in appendix A6) of the single cell 
PEM fuel cells were conducted in Air/H2 feeding condition under load to determine the voltage 
losses due to activation polarisation, ohmic resistance, and mass transport resistance. 
Potentiostatic mode was used for the impedance measurements. Experimentally-obtained 
Nyquist diagrams were analysed for different resistances. Nyquist diagram has three regions 
based on frequency: The high frequency region is associated with internal resistance and 
contact capacitance between electrode and membrane; the central region is associated with 
ohmic/charge transfer resistance; and the low frequency region is associated with mass 
transport resistance (2010). Internal current loss was determined by comparing the highest 
value of OCV (i.e. obtained experimentally) with the no loss voltage of the fuel cell (i.e. 1.2 
V). 
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Chapter 4 Airflow through confined metal foam    
passage of high aspect ratio 
This chapter presents experimental and theoretical studies on pressure drop through confined 
metal foam flow passages in the context of PEMFC application. Size of the cathode flow field 
(as mentioned in the Chapter 1 and 3) resemble the geometry definition of a confined flow 
passage mainly due to very high aspect ratio. The aspect ratio of the rectangular flow passage 
that contains MF in the given fuel cell in this research was 50. This high aspect ratio raised 
some fundamental concerns of applicability of existing mathematical models for estimating 
total pressure drop. Flow characteristics such as permeability and form drag coefficient of all 
the MF samples were determined with the help of experimental flow data and Forchheimer 
model. Moreover, Fourie-Plessis model was compared to the experimental results from this 
research, and a modification in the model has been proposed. The outcomes of this 
investigation on pressure drop through the flow passages has been published in the journal of 
“Experimental thermal and fluid science*”. This article has been presented as a standalone 
section in this chapter. 
Content of this chapter answers the second research question (as stated in the section 1.6) and 
partly covers the second objective (see section 1.5.1). The knowledge obtained about the flow 
characteristics as well as the modelling can be used in designing components with MFs, 
cathode flow field of a PEMFC as an example. 
* DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.expthermflusci.2018.07.018.
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A B S T R A C T
This paper deals with ﬂow behaviour through a conﬁned passage ﬁlled with metal foams (MFs). Two sets (four
samples) of aluminium foams of 20 and 40 ppi pore densities with 9–11% and 12–16% relative densities (RD)
individually (as per supplier’s speciﬁcation) were used for the study. Former RD belonged to uncompressed
metal foams whereas the later was achieved by unidirectional compression of metal foam of 6–8% RD. Measured
porosities of the uncompressed 20 and 40 ppi MF samples were equal, which was 0.88. However, measured
porosities were 0.83 and 0.86 for compressed 20 and 40 ppi MF samples. Flow characteristics of both compressed
and uncompressed samples were experimentally measured. Fourie-Plessis’s representative unit cell (RUC) model
was used as an analytical tool for estimating pressure drop gradient through MFs because of its simplistic ap-
proach and independency from ﬂow characteristics. Possible encasing wall eﬀect on pressure drop was theo-
retically conducted. Due to a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in estimated and experimentally obtained pressure drop
gradient, authors have proposed a modiﬁcation in the RUC model. The modiﬁed version of the RUC model was
able to estimate pressure drop gradient of the uncompressed samples with a considerably higher accuracy.
Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science 99 (2018) 13–25
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.expthermﬂusci.2018.07.018
0894-1777/ © 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
T
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Chapter 5 Convection heat transfer through confined 
metal foam passage of high aspect ratio 
This chapter presents an experimental investigation on convection heat transfer through 
confined metal foam flow passages in the context of PEMFC application. Confined rectangular 
flow passages filled with MFs were investigated at asymmetric heat flux boundary condition. 
Steady state condition was achieved before acquiring data. Temperature distribution along flow 
direction was studied. A systematic method was followed to obtain performance parameters of 
MF and parallel channel flow passages as compact heat transfer surface. The thermal 
performance data for heat transfer surfaces were plotted based on a single-cell PEM fuel cell 
operating at 60 ºC. Several important observations were made that helped answering the third 
research question (as stated in Section 1.6) and fulfilled the second objective of this study (see 
Section 1.5.1). The details of this study has been submitted as a research manuscript for 
possible publication in the journal of “International communications in heat and mass 
transfer*”. The submitted manuscript is currently under peer review process and has been 
presented in this chapter. The outcomes of the study presented in this chapter were used to 
arrange for third experimental study on the performance of a real PEMFC in which MF was 
used as cathode air flow field (i.e. to be presented in Chapter 6). 
* DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icheatmasstransfer.2018.09.002
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A B S T R A C T
This work focuses on forced convection through asymmetrically heated rectangular conﬁned porous ﬂow pas-
sage of aspect ratio of 50 (width/height= 150/3). Heat transfer characteristics of the porous ﬂow passage were
investigated with four diﬀerent open-cell aluminium metal foams (MF) as porous media. Two sets (four samples)
of aluminium foams of 20 ppi and 40 ppi pore densities with each set had two diﬀerent relative densities (RD) of
9–11% and 12–16% (as per supplier's speciﬁcation). One set of MFs was uncompressed (9–11% relative density)
while another set was obtained by unidirectional compressing the MFs of 6–8% RD and 6mm height ﬂow
passages. The study was systemically conducted with constant heat ﬂux at the bottom surface of the ﬂow pas-
sage, and on the basis of compact heat transfer surface analogy. Steady state condition was achieved before
acquiring data. Temperature distribution along ﬂow direction was investigated to study thermal development of
air ﬂow through it. It was found that thermally developed ﬂow exists in such conﬁned ﬂow passages. Moreover,
as a case study of a potential application, a systematic method was followed to obtain performance curves for all
the ﬂow passages as compact heat transfer surfaces for use in a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell
(PEMFC). The performance curves were utilised to obtain the best compact heat transfer surface for its possible
use in a PEMFC.
International Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer 98 (2018) 286–296
DOI:  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icheatmasstransfer.2018.09.002
0735-1933/ © 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
T
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Chapter 6 Performance of polymer electrolyte 
membrane fuel cells 
This chapter presents the details of the experimental investigation conducted to study the 
performance of PEMFCs in which a specially designed and characterised MF as well as 
optimally designed channel type cathode flow fields were employed. The study was conducted 
on both open and closed cathode PEMFCs. This chapter extensively addressed the third 
objective (see Section 1.5.1) of the thesis and answers the fourth research question (see Section 
1.6). 
As part of this research study, an investigation was carried out on flow distribution of air 
through different types of parallel channel flow fields. The outcomes of this investigation was 
then published in “International Journal of Hydrogen Energy*”. Final design of the closed 
cathode parallel channel flow field was based on the above outcomes. Hence, the article has 
been included as a standalone section in this chapter.  
The experimental investigation that was conducted on electrical performance of the PEMFCs 
was focused on understanding the impact of MF as cathode flow field on the performance. The 
experiment was done using a medium sized (225 cm2 active area) single cell PEMFC. The 
investigational report has been published as original research in “International Journal of 
Hydrogen Energy †”. The article has been presented as another standalone section in this 
chapter. 
* DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.11.042
† DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.08.030
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Membrane fuel cells
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a b s t r a c t
Distributing reactant gases uniformly within a cell to ensure proper delivery of re-
actants is one the crucial requirements for better performance of a Proton Exchange
Membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). This investigation was focused on enhancing flow uni-
formity and distribution of cathode air in parallel channel flow field of a fuel cell. 2D
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations (i.e. using ANSYS) were performed to
solve continuity and momentum equations across the cathode flow field. Two main
designs with modified headers that provide (i) Z-type, and (ii) combination of Z and U-
types parallel channel configurations, were investigated for uniform distribution of
gases. Our presented designs were able to allow 60e70% of total flow through frontal
80% of total gas flow field area which was just reversed case compared to conventional
design where nearly 80% of flow passes through 20% of total area at the end portion of
the gas flow field. Further improvement in flow distributions was observed by seg-
menting the flow field.
© 2016 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Available online at www.sciencedirect.com
ScienceDirect
journal homepage: www.elsevier .com/locate/he
i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 2 ( 2 0 1 7 ) 5 2 7 2e5 2 8 3
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.11.042
0360-3199/© 2016 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Reticulated porous and parallel channel cathode
flow fields in real scale polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cells: A comparative experimental
study
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h i g h l i g h t s
Metal foam cathode flow field outperformed parallel channel cathode flow field in a medium scale closed cathode PEMFC.
 Parallel channel cathode flow field outperformed metal foam cathode flow field in a medium scale open cathode PEMFC.
 Gas diffusion towards electrode is improved by using metal foam flow field.
Water removal from metal foam is challenging in both open and closed cathode PEMFCs.
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a b s t r a c t
This paper focuses on understanding the effect of reticulated porous cathode flow fields in
real scale close and open cathode polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) in
terms of their thermo-electrical performance. This research contributes to addressing
challenges with PEMFCs linked to oxygen supply to the cathode and proper mixing of
gasses as well as water removal issues. Parallel channel and porous cathode flow fields in
both open and closed cathode PEMFCs of medium scale (active area of 15  15 cm2) have
been investigated. The porous material consisted of 20 pores per inch with a porosity level
of 80%. The cells’ polarisation and impedance characteristics have been analysed. The
porous flow field has been found providing better electrical performance in closed cathode
PEMFC compared to the open cathode. Improvements in gas diffusion and temperature
uniformity were observed with porous flow field; however, water removal has been
observed challenging, which need to be addressed before the benefits of using porous flow
field are fully realised.
© 2019 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Available online at www.sciencedirect.com
ScienceDirect
journal homepage: www.elsevier .com/locate/he
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and recommendations 
7.1 An overview 
Studying the effects of using MFs as cathode flow field in PEMFCs was the focus of this 
research. This research comprises both ex-situ and in-situ experimental investigations along 
with theoretical studies. Ex-situ experiments on flow field configurations were carried out to 
understand and compare airflow and heat transfer behaviours of MFs and the Ch (conventional 
channel) flow fields designed for open cathode PEMFCs. Although open cathode PEMFC was 
in the focal point of the research, in-situ experiment on PEMFC electrical performance also 
included closed cathode PEMFCs solely for comparison. This chapter presents responses to 
the research questions stated in the section 1.4 of this thesis followed by a summary of major 
findings of this work. Finally, the chapter provides some recommendations for possible future 
expansion of the present research. 
7.2 What are the challenges associated with conventional airflow channels in PEMFCs 
and what potentials MFs can offer to address them to enhance the thermal and electrical 
performance of these fuel cells? 
The design of cathode flow field, especially Ch flow field, has a significant effect on the 
performance of open cathode PEMFCs. This question has been answered through the 
comprehensive literature review conducted as part of this study (Chapter 2) as briefly presented 
below.  
Thermal and electrical performances of open cathode PEMFCs closely linked, particularly 
when air (oxidant) serves dual purpose of being the coolant and cathode gas. Isolated flow 
through channels creates temperature gradient in cells, which can cause variation in 
electrochemical reaction rate across the MEA. The isolation of flow is also responsible for non-
uniform O2 supply to cathode electrode. The electrical performance of the cell enhances with 
by increasing the operating temperature. Water carrying capacity of air also increases with an 
increase in its temperature (i.e. due to drop in its relative humidity). Thus the MEA is 
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significantly prone to drying in Ch cathode flow fields of open cathode PEMFCs. The drying 
process can get worse as the air stoichiometry is increased to achieve cooling effect. Liquid 
water build-up in channel occurs when cross-sectional size the shape of the channel are not 
designed appropriately. This liquid water is the reason of hotspot and non-uniform cathode 
reactant distribution. An increase in channel width increases water removal rate but at the cost 
of reducing support to GDL and eventually to MEA.   
On the other hand, the literature review suggested that MFs possesses several special 
characteristics that can potentially help them offer solutions to most of the above-mentioned 
challenges associated with Ch flow fields. Randomly distributed tortuous flow path could help 
reduce the temperature and humidity gradients in airflow. Moreover, turbulences formed in 
MF flow path creates three dimensional flow through the flow passage, which indicates the 
possibility of transverse flow to the electrode. The literature suggested that the blockage of 
airflow path by liquid water is unlikely to happen due to absence of isolated continuous flow 
path. In addition, MFs are very light in weight that can reduce the stack weight and increase 
power-to-weight ratio. The positive effects offered by MFs could though contribute to 
enhancing the electrical performance of PEMFCs. Furthermore, high specific surface area of 
MFs suggested the potential of reducing the amount of required coolant flow compared to the 
case of Ch flow fields. As a result, MFs were found to be a potentially effecive alternate 
solution to the Ch flow fields to help increase both electrical and thermal performances of open 
cathode PEMFCs. 
However, while the literature review provided directions on these potential positive effects 
suggested by MFs, very little were found there to fully support and/or explain these effects. 
The research gaps revealed through this literature review though further justified the 
significance of the present research to explore the positive effects offered by MFs (i.e. in terms 
of improving the thermo-electrical performance of PEMFCs) as outlined in other research 
questions presented in section 7.5. 
It is noteworthy that answering this research question also helped in addressing the first 
objective of this thesis as outlined in section 1.4.1 in Chapter 1. 
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7.3 How does a confined MF flow passage affect the pressure drop of air through it in 
the context of a PEMFC? 
Rectangular confined flow passage had an aspect ratio of around 50 (e.g. width of 150 mm and 
height of 3 mm) filled with MF. Four MF samples such as, uncompressed 20 ppi (MF-1) and 
40 ppi (MF-2) aluminium MFs with 88% porosity (in both samples), and compressed 20 ppi 
(MF-3) and 40 ppi (MF-4) MFs with 83% and 86% porosities respectively were investigated 
experimentally for pressure drop in the case of dry airflow through the passage. Forchheimer 
model was used to obtain permeability and form drag coefficients for airflow through the 
confined flow passages. The obtained permeability and form drag coefficient values for 
uncompressed samples showed linear relation with porosity when compared with the available 
data (for porosities of ~90%) from literature. The well-known flow model of Fourie-Plessis 
RUC was used to estimate the pressure drop of airflow through the uncompressed MFs. The 
model was selected due to its simplistic approach and direct dependency on morphological 
parameters of MFs that could be measured directly. Upon comparison with the experimentally 
obtained values the model was found to be overestimating pressure drop gradient through the 
MF samples by from around 20% to more than 100% for an airflow velocity range of 0.4-6 ms-
1. Further investigation on the behaviour of the RUC model pointed out that the overestimation
was solely due to long cylinder assumption in drag coefficient relation. This finding was then 
taken as an opportunity to propose a modified correlation for the drag coefficient based on the 
RUC model. The proposed correction enabled the RUC model to estimate pressure drop 
gradient with less than 25% of error for the same airflow velocity range of 0.4-6 ms-1. Blockage 
effect was investigated to find out its contribution to pressure drop, but the confined flow 
boundary did not show significant effect on pressure drop.  
The above answer (as detailed in Chapter 4) to the research question 2 (as mentioned in section 
1.5 in Chapter 1) fulfils the second objective of this study as outlined in section 1.4.1 in Chapter 
1. The mathematical investigation was limited to only the uncompressed MFs, and the
experimental investigation was carried out for both compressed and uncompressed MFs. No 
mathematical model exists (except numerical modelling) on compressed MF flow passages due 
to complexity in defining flow behaviour through them. Therefore, the next research question 
was answered through compact heat transfer surface analogy to further contribute to fulfilling 
the second objective of this study. 
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7.4 How do the MFs affect the overall heat transfer performance and pressure drop 
compared to conventional parallel channel flow fields? 
Performance plots (i.e. heat flux per unit temperature versus friction-power per unit area) for 
the MF flow passages were produced from the experimentally-obtained data. The experiment 
on forced convection through MF flow passages was in the context of a square shaped PEMFC 
with 225 cm2 active area. The performance plot exhibited the uncompressed 20 ppi MF (MF-
1) to be at a leading position. The performance appeared in a sequence as
4MF3MF2MF1MF  CH . The frontal area as well as the size of the flow 
passages would differ due to significant difference in convection surface area among the flow 
passages. Hence, in the later step, the thermal performance was judged by comparing total 
cooling capacity for each flow passage. Both uncompressed 20 ppi and 40 ppi MFs (MF-1 and 
MF-2) and channel flow passage (CH) had similar cooling capacities at a critical region 
(between 5-10% of friction-power-expenditure), where the performance curves intersected 
each other. The uncompressed 20 ppi MF exhibited the highest cooling capacity followed by 
the channel at below the intersection point. On the other hand, the uncompressed 40 ppi MF 
exhibited the highest cooling capacity at above the intersection point followed by channel. 
Required air flow rate in this region was very high for the parallel channel, whereas the air flow
rates for uncompressed MFs were very close to each other and less than parallel channel. Due 
to similar values of E/h, both uncompressed 20 ppi MF and parallel channel flow passages can 
be used as PEMFC flow fields. However, uncompressed 20 ppi MF was found to be a better
alternative to parallel channel in terms of waste heat removal with less amount of airflow 
required. 
The aforementioned answer to the third research question completes the second objective of 
this study as detailed in section 1.4.1 in Chapter 1. Both pressure drop data (detailed in Chapter 
4) and convection heat transfer data (detailed in Chapter 5) were used to answer the research
question linked to this objective. 
7.5 How does performance of PEMFCs can be affected by using MFs as cathode flow 
fields? 
The results if the experiments study presented in Chapter 6 was used to answer this question. 
This investigation included both open and closed cathode PEMFCs of same shape and size 
(square shaped 225 cm2 active area). Parallel channel and MF (uncompressed 20 ppi) flow field 
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configurations are completely different types flow fields. Even, parallel channel cathode flow 
fields differ significantly in closed and open cathode PEMFC types in term of channel cross 
section. For the sake of comparison, parallel channel cathode flow fields were designed to 
obtain the best possible electrical performance for the PEMFCs. The closed cathode parallel 
channel flow field was designed achieve a highly uniform flow distribution. On the other hand, 
the open cathode flow fields (Ch and MF) were designed on the basis of almost similar relative 
surface contact area between GDL and flow field (31% for MF-1 and 32.8% for Ch) as well as 
on the basis of their thermo-fluidic performances. 
Electrical performance of the PEMFC with MF as cathode flow field was higher with both 
types of cathode gases (i.e. pure oxygen and air). The closed cathode PEMFCs were run with 
both O2 and air as cathode gases. O2 was used solely as a reference case for benchmarking. By 
using O2 as cathode gas the maximum currents of 40 A and 47 A were produced at 0.44 V and 
0.47 V cell potentials with the parallel channel and MF closed cathode flow fields respectively. 
On the other hand, with air as cathode gas, the maximum currents of 20 A and 27 A were 
produced at 0.39 V and 0.27 V cell potentials in the closed cathode PEMFCs with parallel 
channel and MF cathode flow fields respectively. Electrical performance of the open cathode 
PEMFC with Ch cathode flow field performed better than the cell with MF as cathode flow 
field. The open cathode PEMFCs were run with air as cathode gas, and maximum currents of 
43 A and 30 A were produced at 0.52 V and 0.41 V cell potentials with the Ch and MF cathode 
flow fields respectively. A noticeable temperature gradient existed in the closed cathode Ch 
PEMFC. The temperature gradients of 32.6 °C/m, 35.5 °C/m were observed in the closed 
cathode Ch mono-polar plates with O2 and air as the cathode gases respectively. Temperatures 
of the mono-polar plates in open cathode PEMFCs were quite uniform in both flow field cases. 
Performance differences among the PEMFCs were then further investigated with the help of 
Nyquist plots for better understanding of the performances and behaviours observed.  
Cooling effect by the cathode gases was negligible. Experimentally observed electrical 
performance data was used to estimate cooling load of the PEMFCs studied. In the case of open 
cathode PEMFC, the cooling capacity and airflow requirements were estimated for different 
friction-power expenditure values (as described in Chapter 5). The MF was found effective in 
cooling at very low current density, where the friction-power expenditure value was below 
1.8%. The Ch flow field was found to be providing a better cooling effect as the friction-power 
expenditure increased further. However, 13% gain in cooling capacity of the channel flow field 
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at 10% friction-power expenditure was corresponding to 74% increase in required airflow 
compared to the requirement for MF flow field.  
From all the above observation, it was concluded that (i) the MF enhanced gas diffusion rate 
to electrodes, (ii) water removal was difficult from the MF and the specifications of the MF 
should be optimised to perform acceptably for removing water, (iii) the MF and Ch open 
cathode flow fields provided uniform temperature distribution in the cell, (iv) non-uniform gas 
distribution happened within the closed Ch-cathode flow field, (v) the cathode gas provided 
negligible cooling effect for the single cell, and (vi) as for the open cathode flow field 
configuration, MF can provide similar cooling effect with less airflow that significantly reduces 
the chance for drying out the memberane. 
This answers the fourth research question and addresses the third objective of this study as 
detailed in section 1.4.1 in Chapter 1.  
7.6 Conclusions 
The present research has investigated the effects of using MFs as cathode flow field in PEMFC 
by focusing specifically on pressure drop, convective heat transfer, and electrical performance 
of the cells. A comprehensive literature review was conducted on MFs and PEMFCs to 
establish the research gap and accordingly the aim and objectives of this research. Both 
experimental and theoretical investigations were designed and conducted to answer all the 
research questions and address the objectives of this study. The key findings of this research 
can be summarised as follows. 
A mathematical model was developed and coded in Matlab to estimate electrical performance 
as well as cooling load of a square shaped PEMFC with an active area of 225 cm2. The fourie-
Plessis RUC model was also coded in Matlab to estimate the pressure drop through 
uncompressed aluminium MFs of 20 ppi and 40 ppi pore densities and 88% porosity (porosity 
was constant for both samples). Another Matlab code was developed to estimate the 
permeability and form drag coefficient for both uncompressed and compressed metal foam 
flow passages using Forchheimer model and experimental data. Maharudraya’s analytical 
model of pressure drop through parallel channel flow field and numerical solutions of Navier-
Stokes equations were used to design parallel channel cathode flow fields for the PEMFCs used 
in this study. 
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Two separate experiments were conducted to investigate pressure drop and convection heat 
transfer through the confined MF flow passages with an aspect ratio of 50. The flow passage 
size was equal to the size of cathode flow field of the PEMFC (i.e. 150 mm in length × 150 
mm in height × 3 mm in depth). Another experiment was conducted on PEMFCs in operating 
conditions solely by focusing on measuring their electrical performance. 
The first experiment was conducted to investigate pressure drop across the flow passages. The 
Fourie-Plessis model was found overestimating the pressure drop when compared with the 
experimental data. The model supposed to underestimate pressure drop since the model 
assumes no boundary effect. Further investigation on the matter from the blockage point of 
view indicated that overestimation was due to “long cylinder” assumption in the drag 
coefficient correlation. The blockage effect for the confined flow passage was found not 
significant. Hence, a correction in the drag coefficient correlation was proposed.  
The second experimental investigation was done on convective heat transfer through the MF 
and parallel channel cathode flow field configurations. The experimental data was analysed 
based on compact heat transfer analogy. Temperature distribution along the flow direction 
showed that the airflow was thermally developed within 25% of the flow length. Temperature 
difference between solid surface and fluid was almost half in the metal foam flow passages 
compared to parallel channel flow passage. The heat exchanger performance of the 
uncompressed 20 ppi metal foam was the highest. However, its cooling capacity was the 
highest at very low current density of the PEMFC and at friction-power expenditure less than 
3% followed by parallel channel flow field. The uncompressed 40 ppi metal foam showed the 
highest cooling capacity at higher current density and at friction-power expenditure greater 
than 10%. It was also demonstrated that both uncompressed 20 ppi MF and parallel channel 
were capable for being applied in the closed cathode scenario of the fuel cell where they had 
similar friction-power expenditure and cooling capacity. However, uncompressed 20 ppi MF 
was found to be a better alternative to parallel channel in terms of waste heat removal and less 
amount of air supply required in the case of open cathode scenario for the fuel cell. 
Third experimental data exhibited interesting behaviour of metal foam in the PEMFCs. Metal 
foam was able to increase the electrical performance of the cell in closed cathode mode of 
operation. However, in open cathode operation mode, parallel channel cathode flow field 
performed better than the MF flow field. In a summary, it can be said that MF, as cathode gas 
flow field, enhanced gas diffusion rate to the electrode and temperature uniformity across the 
active area. However, water removal from the metal foam was not as good as that achieved 
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with channels in the case of open cathode flow field configuration, while this shortfall was 
even more pronounced in closed cathode flow field configuration. Non-uniform airflow 
distribution due to water accumulation was identified as another reason of poor performance 
in the closed cathode Ch PEMFC tested.  
7.7 Recommendations 
Three different but interconnected fields such as, flow through metal foams (porous media), 
convection heat transfer through metal foams (porous media), and polymer electrolyte 
membrane fuel cell were studied in relation to electrical performance and cooling effects in 
PEMfuel cells. Opportunities for the expansion of the present research were identified which 
could be considered for future follow up on this research topic as outlined below:  
1) It was observed in this study that MF increases oxygen diffusion but water removal from
it is poor at low range of operating temperature (i.e.25-40 °C). The low operating
temperature was purposely considered to study MF application in worse-case-scenario.
However, physics at higher range of operating temperature is different, thus the fuel cell
tests can be conducted at higher range of temperature (i.e. above 40 °C to 80 °C) to study
the validity of the results obtained in this work.
2) Effects of corrosion on the cell over-potential as well as change in mass transfer
resistance due to metal foam flow passage can be investigated with the help of proper
tool for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data.
3) Cathode flow fields can be treated with hydrophobic/hydrophilic (based on the
experimental design) treatments to reduce water withholding capacity of both metal foam
and parallel channel cathode flow field configuration.
4) Effect of metal foam on water accumulation in gas diffusion layer and electrode can be
investigated with the help of neutron imaging tool.
5) The third experiment can be repeated with different types and specifications of gas
diffusion layer, electrode, and membrane. It will lead to optimise the fuel cell components
when MFs are used as gas flow field.
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6) Humidity certainly plays an important role in the cell performance and it is worthy of a
detailed experimental investigation to understand how it can affect the findings of this
study.
7) Heat transfer/exchanger performance of other commercially available metal foams can
be studied experimentally as compact heat transfer surfaces to enrich data bank on the
topic and generalise the findings
8) An investigation on realistic mathematical model on pressure drop as well as three-
dimensional flow components through open pore metal foams of any specification can
provide enormous advantage in designing different industrial components such as,
catalyst support, flow fields in PEMFCs, etc.
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Appendices 
A1: Thicknesses of ELAT (single sided MPL) at different compression loadings 
Compression (MPa) Thickness (mm) 
0 0.415 
0.026422 0.401909 
0.068698 0.362409 
0.174388 0.33634 
0.295931 0.317775 
0.443896 0.301185 
0.618284 0.287755 
0.819095 0.273535 
1.004051 0.263265 
1.336974 0.24944 
1.643474 0.239566 
2.002818 0.232061 
2.420292 0.224556 
3.012154 0.216656 
3.461335 0.210336 
4.010922 0.204806 
4.380835 0.201646 
4.999119 0.197696 
5.511714 0.194141 
6.008455 0.191771 
6.536903 0.187821 
7.007222 0.184661 
7.48811 0.183871 
8.005989 0.179921 
8.994187 0.177551 
10.00352 0.176761 
Source: Escribano et al. (2006) 
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A2: Standard air properties table 
Temperature Density Specific 
Heat 
Thermal 
Conductivity 
Thermal 
Diffusivity 
Dynamic 
Viscosity 
Kinematic 
Viscosity 
Prandtl 
Number 
°K kg/m3 J/kg.K W/m.K m2/s2 kg/m.s m2/s 
123.15 2.866 983 0.01171 4.16E-06 8.64E-06 3.01E-06 0.7246 
173.15 2.038 966 0.01582 8.04E-06 1.19E-06 5.84E-06 0.7263 
223.15 1.582 999 0.01979 1.25E-05 1.47E-05 9.32E-06 0.744 
233.15 1.514 1002 0.02057 1.36E-05 1.53E-05 1.01E-05 0.7436 
243.15 1.451 1004 0.02134 1.47E-05 1.58E-05 1.09E-05 0.7425 
253.15 1.394 1005 0.02211 1.58E-05 1.63E-05 1.17E-05 0.7408 
263.15 1.341 1006 0.02288 1.70E-05 1.68E-05 1.25E-05 0.7387 
273.15 1.292 1006 0.02364 1.82E-05 1.73E-05 1.34E-05 0.7362 
278.15 1.269 1006 0.02401 1.88E-05 1.75E-05 1.38E-05 0.735 
283.15 1.246 1006 0.02439 1.94E-05 1.78E-05 1.43E-05 0.7336 
288.15 1.225 1007 0.02476 2.01E-05 1.80E-05 1.47E-05 0.7323 
293.15 1.204 1007 0.02514 2.07E-05 1.83E-05 1.52E-05 0.7309 
298.15 1.184 1007 0.02551 2.14E-05 1.85E-05 1.56E-05 0.7296 
303.15 1.164 1007 0.02588 2.21E-05 1.87E-05 1.61E-05 0.7282 
308.15 1.145 1007 0.02625 2.28E-05 1.90E-05 1.66E-05 0.7268 
313.15 1.127 1007 0.02662 2.35E-05 1.92E-05 1.70E-05 0.7255 
318.15 1.109 1007 0.02699 2.42E-05 1.94E-05 1.75E-05 0.7241 
323.15 1.092 1007 0.02735 2.49E-05 1.96E-05 1.80E-05 0.7228 
333.15 1.059 1007 0.02808 2.63E-05 2.01E-05 1.90E-05 0.7202 
343.15 1.028 1007 0.02881 2.78E-05 2.05E-05 2.00E-05 0.7177 
353.15 0.9994 1008 0.02953 2.93E-05 2.10E-05 2.10E-05 0.7154 
363.15 0.9718 1008 0.03024 3.09E-05 2.14E-05 2.20E-05 0.7132 
373.15 0.9458 1009 0.03095 3.24E-05 2.18E-05 2.31E-05 0.7111 
393.15 0.8977 1011 0.03235 3.57E-05 2.26E-05 2.52E-05 0.7073 
413.15 0.8542 1013 0.03374 3.90E-05 2.35E-05 2.75E-05 0.7041 
433.15 0.8148 1016 0.03511 4.24E-05 2.42E-05 2.98E-05 0.7014 
453.15 0.7788 1019 0.03646 4.59E-05 2.50E-05 3.21E-05 0.6992 
473.15 0.7459 1023 0.03779 4.95E-05 2.58E-05 3.46E-05 0.6974 
523.15 0.6746 1033 0.04104 5.89E-05 2.76E-05 4.09E-05 0.6946 
573.15 0.6158 1044 0.04418 6.87E-05 2.93E-05 4.77E-05 0.6935 
623.15 0.5664 1056 0.04721 7.89E-05 3.10E-05 5.48E-05 0.6937 
673.15 0.5243 1069 0.05015 8.95E-05 3.26E-05 6.22E-05 0.6948 
723.15 0.488 1081 0.05298 1.00E-04 3.42E-05 7.00E-05 0.6965 
773.15 0.4565 1093 0.05572 1.12E-04 3.56E-05 7.81E-05 0.6986 
873.15 0.4042 1115 0.06093 1.35E-04 3.85E-05 9.52E-05 0.7037 
973.15 0.3627 1135 0.06581 1.60E-04 4.11E-05 1.13E-04 0.7092 
1073.15 0.3289 1153 0.07037 1.86E-04 4.36E-05 1.33E-04 0.7149 
1173.15 0.3008 1169 0.07465 2.12E-04 4.60E-05 1.53E-04 0.7206 
1273.15 0.2772 1184 0.07868 2.40E-04 4.83E-05 1.74E-04 0.726 
1773.15 0.199 1234 0.09599 3.91E-04 5.82E-05 2.92E-04 0.7478 
2273.15 0.1553 1264 0.11113 5.66E-04 6.63E-05 4.27E-04 0.7539 
Source: Cengel and Ghajar (2011) 
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A3: Leica EZ4 HD Microscope (Microsystems) 
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A4: AND BM252 balance (AND Weighing) 
Specifications: 
Weighing capacity 250 g 
Minimum weighing value 0.01 mg 
Repeatability (standard deviation) 0.03 mg (for 100 g) 
Linearity ±0.10 mg 
Stabilization time (when set to FAST) Approximately 8 seconds 
Sensitivity drift (10 °C to 30 °C, when automatic self 
calibration is not used) 
±2ppm/°C 
Operating temperature 5 °C to 40 °C 
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A5: X-ray 3D Computed Tomography (CT) machine “Phoenix v|tome|x s” (Technologies) 
Specifications: 
X-ray tube type Open directional high-power microfocus X-
ray tube, closed cooling water circuit. 
Optional additional (open) transmission 
high-power nanofocus X-ray tube 
Max. voltage/power 240kV/320W 
Geometrical magnification (3D) 1.46x to 100x; up to 200x with nanofocus 
tube 
Detail detectability Down to <1 µm (microfocus tube); optional 
down to 0.2 µm (nanofocus tube) 
Min. voxel size Down to 2 µm (microfocus tube) 
Measurement accuracy Not specified according to VDI 2630 
Detector type (all according US ASTM 
E2597 standard) 
Temperature stabilized digital GE DXR 
detector array, 200 μm pixel size, 1,000 x 
1,000 pixels, 200 x 200mm (8”), 2x virtual 
detector enlargement 
Manipulation 5-axes metal precision manipulator, 
optimized construction for high mechanical 
stability 
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A6: Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, Versa STAT3 (Princeton applied research)) 
Specifications: 
Voltage Measurement 
Voltage Range ±10V 
Minimum Resolution 6µV 
Voltage Accuracy ±0.2% of reading, ±2mV 
Current Measurement 
Current Ranges Auto-ranging (8 ranges) 650 mA to 200 nA (8 
ranges) 2A to 200nA (with option) 
Current Resolution 6pA (200nA range) 
Current Accuracy (DC) ±0.2% or reading, ±0.2% or range 
Bandwidth 1MHz (signal ≥2mA range typical) 
Bandwidth limit filter Yes 
Impedance (EIS) Option 
Mode Potentiostat/Galvanostatic 
Frequency Ranges 10µHz to 1MHz 
Minimum AC Voltage Amplitude 0.1mV RMS 
Sweep Linear or Logarithmic 
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